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Abstract
In this PhD study, mathematical modelling and optimisation of granola production
has been carried out. Granola is an aggregated food product used in breakfast cereals
and cereal bars. It is a baked crispy food product typically incorporating oats, other
cereals and nuts bound together with a binder, such as honey, water and oil, to form
a structured unit aggregate.
In this work, the design and operation of two parallel processes to produce aggregate
granola products were incorporated:
i) a high shear mixing granulation stage (in a designated granulator) followed by
drying/toasting in an oven.
ii) a continuous uidised bed followed by drying/toasting in an oven.
In addition, the particle breakage of granola during pneumatic conveying produced
by both a high shear granulator (HSG) and uidised bed granulator (FBG) process
were examined. Products were pneumatically conveyed in a purpose built conveying
rig designed to mimic product conveying and packaging. Three dierent conveying
rig congurations were employed; a straight pipe, a rig consisting two 45o bends and
one with 90o bend. It was observed that the least amount of breakage occurred in
the straight pipe while the most breakage occurred at 90o bend pipe. Moreover,
lower levels of breakage were observed in two 45o bend pipe than the 90o bend
vi
pipe conguration. In general, increasing the impact angle increases the degree of
breakage. Additionally for the granules produced in the HSG, those produced at 300
rpm have the lowest breakage rates while the granules produced at 150 rpm have the
highest breakage rates. This eect clearly the importance of shear history (during
granule production) on breakage rates during subsequent processing. In terms of the
FBG there was no single operating parameter that was deemed to have a signicant
eect on breakage during subsequent conveying.
A population balance model was developed to analyse the particle breakage occurring
during pneumatic conveying. The population balance equations that govern this
breakage process are solved using discretization. The Markov chain method was used
for the solution of PBEs for this process. This study found that increasing the air
velocity (by increasing the air pressure to the rig), results in increased breakage among
granola aggregates. Furthermore, the analysis carried out in this work provides that
a greater degree of breakage of granola aggregates occur in line with an increase in
bend angle.
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Chapter 1
Introduction & Objectives
This chapter will start an introduction to the granola production process
which is the basis of this work. Thereafter, the objectives of the work and a
thesis overview will be provided.
1.1 Granola Production Process
Granola is an aggregated food product (Fig 1.1, Fig 1.2) used in breakfast cereals
and cereal bars. It is a baked crispy food product typically incorporating oats, other
cereals and nuts bound together with a binder, such as honey, water and oil, to form
a structured unit aggregate. The aggregates have dimensions ranging from the size
of the primary ingredient particles up to about 10 mm and are roughly spherical in
shape. They typically exhibit a high degree of friability.
Aggregate food products can be produced via a number of ways. This work incorpo-
rates the design and operation of two parallel processes to produce aggregate granola
products:
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Figure 1.1: Granola product (High shear mixer)
Figure 1.2: Granola product (Fluidised bed granulator)
i) a high shear mixing granulation stage (in a designated granulator) followed by
drying/toasting in an oven.
ii) a continuous uidised bed followed by drying/toasting in an oven.
Granola ingredients were carefully selected for their high nutritional value. Table 1.1
displays percentage amount of the ingredients used for the high shear mixer and u-
idised bed respectively. Batch size was taken as 100g in each case. The reason for
slight dierences in the ingredients percentages is due to dierent operating con-
ditions that prevail in the uidised bed; for example inulin becomes very hard due
to its hygroscopic nature and lower liquid binder concentrations are required to en-
able uidisation to occur (otherwise the wet aggregates would be to heavy to allow
2
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uidisation).
Table 1.1: The ingredients used for granola preparation for the high shear mixer and the
uidised bed.
Ingredients High shear (% w:w) Fluidised bed (% w:w)
Oat akes 30.7 25.38
Corn akes 3.97 5.2
Rice 3.97 5.2
Malted buckwheat (milled) 3.06 4
Malted barley (milled) 3.06 4
Brown sugar 6.73 8.8
Oil 6.42 0
Honey 24.70 15.6
Water 1.30 2.8
Oat beta glucan 13.30 17.4
Wheat germ 2.75 3.6
Inulin 5.35 0
For the purpose of drying/toasting, aggregated granola were taken from the granula-
tor, spread on a tray and the wet cereal granules were then dried in an oven at 160oC
for 10 min. The dried granules were then placed in a desiccator for a cooling period
of half an hour.
Particle breakage of the aggregated granola can occur during conveying as product
is transferred as part of the production process on its way to packaging. Such break-
age occurs as a result of both particle-particle and particle-wall collisions. Product
from both processes will be subsequently pneumatically conveyed in a purpose built
conveying rig designed to mimic product conveying and packaging. This will reveal
the strength of the aggregate through the level of breakage experienced. Particle size
and particle size distribution (PSD) of the primary food particles are measured prior
to processing and size/PSD of the aggregates is measured both after the granula-
tion/drying stages and after conveying. A Camsizer digital image analyzer (Retsch,
Germany) was used for measuring particle size distributions of the resultant granola
before and after passage through a conveying rig where aggregates are transferred by
compressed air at a number of dierent ow rates. Figure 1.3 is a block ow diagram
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showing the stages of granola production.
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Figure 1.3: Granola production stages
The key quality parameters of size, PSD and aggregate strength are measured against
a number of process inputs and parameters to ascertain optimum processing condi-
tions. The inputs considered could include:
 process design
 composition and ratio of ingredients
 high shear mixer granulator and uidized bed operating parameters (e.g. agi-
tator speed, air owrate)
 owrate of aggregates through conveying pipe
 design of conveying pipe including pipe bends and contractions
Fundamental physical models to predict product quality in terms of aggregate size
distribution and strength were developed in this work. These models will describe
the various phenomena of interest such as the change in particle size distribution
through the production process from prior to aggregation to storage for a given granola
composition.
Population balance modeling (PBM) is a useful predictive tool which can be used
to describe particle size distribution over time for processes in the food, chemical
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and pharmaceutical industries. Population balance equations (PBEs) are used to
dene phenomena such as nucleation, growth, aggregation and breakup of particles.
Modelling of the breakage process is achieved by constructing PBEs in the form of a
mass balance on the granola aggregates. The solutions to the PBEs were obtained by
means of discretization through the application of the Markov chains method. Using
both experimental results and model predictions, the process was then optimised and
process recommendations provided.
1.2 Objectives of the Thesis
1.2.1 General
The main objective of this thesis is to develop and apply both physical models and
population balance models to breakage processes encounted by granola products pro-
duced in a high shear granulator and a uidised bed granulator respectively in order
to better characterize the granola production process.
1.2.2 Specics
Objective I To develop a physical based growth model for a high shear granulation.
Objective II To describe the motion of a single particle in a high shear granulator
and to investigate the application of this model as part of the Stokes number
modelling approach for predicting the granulation of aggregate food products.
Objective III To experimentally investigate how process variables in both high shear
and uid bed granulators inuence the strength of aggregate food particles and
how this inuences their breakage in pneumatic conveying lines.
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Objective IV To develop a mathematical model to describe the velocity of a single
particle in a pneumatic conveying rig and to investigate the application of this
model with a breakage model for assessing the breakage of aggregate food
products.
Objective V To develop a population balance model to investigate evolution of over-
all particle size distribution of a breakage process during pneumatic conveying.
1.3 Thesis Overview
In the rst Chapter, the background of this PhD study is given. Firstly, an introduction
to the granola production process which is the basis of this work is presented, then
the objectives of the thesis are discussed.
Chapter 2 focuses on the aggregation process during granulation. A brief literature
review is given with a discussion of micro-scale modelling. Then, growth and breakage
mechanisms are presented as proposed in the literature.
Chapter 3 presents the literature review for particle breakage occurring during pneu-
matic conveying. Respective investigations on breakage mechanisms and impact
breakage of particles are undertaken.
Chapter 4 describes population balance modelling. First of all an introduction to
population balances is given, then population balance equations for breakage and
aggregation processes incorporating a brief literature review are introduced. Finally,
a synopsis of solution methods for these equations is presented.
Chapter 5 concerns granola production through aggregation in a high shear mixer
and a corresponding growth model. The model describes change in particle size of
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granola during high shear mixing.
Chapter 6 focuses on the particle breakage of granola which occurs during pneumatic
conveying. A breakage model describing the change in particle size incorporating phys-
ical phenomena based on particle motion within a conveying rig is developed. Then,
results obtained from both model and experimentation are compared and discussed.
Chapter 7 is dedicated to the particle breakage of granola which was produced in
a uidised bed granulator during pneumatic conveying. Firstly, an introduction to
uidised bed granulation is provided. Then, a breakage model describing the change
in particle size incorporating physical phenomena based on the particle motion during
conveying rig is proposed.
In Chapter 8, the modelling of particle breakage of granola occurring during pneumatic
conveying using a population balance equation is developed. The Markov chains
method, which is developed by our research team, is used as a discrete solution
method of the population balance equation in this section.
Chapter 9 provides a general discussion and conclusions on the work done during the
course of the PhD study.
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Chapter 2
Aggregation Processes; Granulation
This chapter will focus on the aggregation process during granulation. First
of all a brief literature review will be given with a discussion of micro-scale
modelling. Then, growth and breakage mechanisms will be presented as
proposed in the literature.
2.1 Introduction
Granulation involves the formation of large particles from smaller primary particles
and is used in a wide range of industry sectors including pharmaceutical, fertilizer,
food and chemical. There are two generic granulation process types; dry granulation
and wet granulation.
Dry granulation is a process whereby no liquid is added to a bed of small particles
and granules are produced by exposing the primary particles to high pressure.
Wet granulation involves using liquid as a binding agent which is added to primary
particles to produce granules by forming liquid bridges between particles. The binder
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must be viscous enough to ensure particle adhesion when the granule is subsequently
dried.
Wet granulation is the most widely used process in industry. There are a number of
wet granulation methods including for example, uidized bed granulation, high shear
mixer granulation, spray granulation and co{melt uidized bed granulation.
The granulation process is quite complicated and depends on many dierent param-
eters. Two principal approaches have emerged over time in the literature; the tra-
ditional description (Sastry and Fuerstenau, 1973) and the modern approach (Snow
et al., 1997a). The classications of subgroups are given as follows;
1. Traditional description
Nucleation Formation of granules starts with the initial contact between par-
ticles and binder.
Coating/Layering/Snow-Balling/Onion-Skinning Formation of larger gran-
ules by a layer of ne particles over the surface of granules.
Coalescence Formation of the larger granules by adhesion of two or more
granules.
Abrasion Transfer When the surfaces of two granules contact, the abraded
part of one granule is transferred to the surface of the other one.
Crushing and Layering Granules break into ne particles which form a layer
over existing granules.
2. Modern approach
Wetting and Nucleation Wetting and nucleation mostly occur at the begin-
ning of granulation. Dry powder in the bed becomes wet and sticky after
the beginning of binder addition. Wet and sticky powders form the basis
of granule formation and are called nuclei.
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Consolidation and Growth (Coalescence) Some of collisions between par-
ticles and granules (particle-particle, particle-granule, or granule-granule
collisions) lead to new granules and a particle size enlargement process
occurs. Granule collisions with other granules and the walls of the equip-
ment lead to granule consolidation. As a result, aggregate sizes reduce
and they become less porous. Entrapped air squeezes out and even binder
may squeeze out to the surface. Final granule strength is controlled by
porosity. Consolidation and growth rates are the main factors aecting
particle size enlargement in a granulation process.
Attrition and Breakage Dry or wet granules break as a result of collisions
with other granules or with physical parts of the granulator. If the granule
is very compact (and strong) attrition is the dominant breakage mecha-
nism. Attrition is a process in which at least one of the fragments after
breakage is substantially larger than the other ne particles. If the gran-
ule is soft (and weak) it is more likely to break into roughly equal sized
fragments and therefore fragmentation is the breakage mechanism.
A schematic representation of these two approaches shown in the Figure 2.1.
2.2 Literature review
Among the earliest studies on granulation were those by Newitt and Conway-Jones
(1958), Kapur and Fuerstenau (1964) and Capes and Danckwerts (1965). These
groups mostly worked on drum granulation of pellets. Newitt and Conway-Jones
(1958) focused on the eects of internal structure of granules on granule growth,
porosity and strength. Kapur and Fuerstenau (1964) dened three regions in the
granulation process: nuclei growth region, transition region and the ball growth re-
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of granulation processes a) traditional and b) modern approach
(Iveson et al., 2001)
gion. Capes and Danckwerts (1965) studied the mechanism of granule growth. Later
studies on granulation include those by Kapur and Fuerstenau (1969); Capes (1980);
Sherrington and Oliver (1981); Snow et al. (1997a); Parikh (2000); Iveson and Lit-
ster (1998); Iveson et al. (2001); Lui and Litster (2002); Gantt and Gatzke (2005);
Salman et al. (2007b).
The granular structure proposed by Newitt and Conway-Jones (1958) includes three
states of binder liquid content; the pendular state, the capillary state and the fu-
nicular state. In the pendular state, not much binder liquid is present and liquid
bridges bind particles together. In the funicular state, more binder liquid exists and
a continuous network of binder bonds particles in the granule. In the capillary state,
much more binder liquid exists and all pores of the granule are lled with binder. In
addition to these three states, York and Rowe (1994) dened two more binder liquid
states for the granular structure; the droplet state and the pseudo-droplet state. In
the droplet state, particles are bound within or at the surface of a liquid drop. In
pseudo-droplet, however, unlled voids exist within the liquid drop together with par-
ticles. The dierent states of binder liquid content of granules are shown in Figure 2.2.
11
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Figure 2.2: The dierent states of binder liquid content of granules; pendular, funicular,
capillary (Newitt and Conway-Jones, 1958) and droplet and pseudo-droplet
(York and Rowe, 1994).
In 1975, a model to predict the probability of permanent granule coalescence was
developed by Ouchiyama and Tanaka (1975). In their model, granules coalescence
successfully occurred when the binder bond between granules was strong enough to
resist being broken by the forces in the granulator. The strength of this bond was
assumed to be proportional to the contact area of granules. Based on the work
of Ouchiyama and Tanaka (1975), Kristensen et al. (1985) found a critical size of
granules above which collisions resulted in no further coalescence.
In another approach, Ennis et al. (1991) assumed that the coalescence between gran-
ules occurs if the surfaces of granules are surrounded by a liquid to bind them. They
found that successful coalescence occurs when the collision kinetic energy was com-
pletely dissipated by viscous dissipation in the binder and elastic losses in the solid.
On this basis, they derived a viscous Stokes number (Stvis) and a critical viscous
Stokes number (Stvis);
Stvis =
8ru
9
(2.1)
Stvis =

1 +
1
e

ln
 h
ha

(2.2)
where  is the granule density, e is the coecient of restitution, h is the thickness of
the surrounding liquid layer, ha is the typical height of surface asperities,  is viscosity
of the liquid binder, u is the relative collision velocity of the granules and r is the
harmonic mean granule radius, i.e., if two particles of radiuses r1 and r2 collide then
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r = r1r2
r1+r2
.
According to this model, no coalescence will occur if the viscous Stokes number is
bigger than the critical viscous Stokes number and the coalescence will occur if the
viscous Stokes number is less than the critical viscous Stokes number, that is;
If Stvis > St

vis, then inertial eects dominate and all collisions are unsuccessful.
If Stvis < St

vis , then viscous eects dominate and all collisions are successful.
Moreover, Ennis et al. (1991) characterized three regimes of granulation by exam-
ining the limits of the ratio Stvis=St

vis where Stvis is the spatial average of Stvis.
As a result of this, a noninertial regime was dened when Stvis  Stvis and all
collisions are successful provided binder is present. The growth rate is independent
of granule kinetic energy and binder viscosity. In this regime binder distribution is
the parameter that controls growth. An inertial regime occurs when granules grow
lager and the maximum Stokes number becomes equal to the critical Stokes number,
Stvis(max)  Stvis. In contrast to the nonintertial regime, granule kinetic energy and
binder viscosity determine the growth. Increasing the binder viscosity or decreasing
the agitation intensity will increase granule growth. Further growth in granule size -
nally will balance the average Stokes number and the critical average Stokes number,
Stvis  Stvis which was dened as a coating regime. In this regime, all collisions are
unsuccessful but growth continues by coating of granules by binder. Three regimes
of granulation is represented in Figure 2.3.
It is also reported that the transition between these regimes depend on the hydrody-
namic conditions of the bed. Consequently these three regimes can be summarized
in terms of the magnitude of Stvis and St

vis as;
Stvis  Stvis non-inertial regime (all collisions successful)
13
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Figure 2.3: Three regimes of granulation (Ennis et al., 1991)
Stvis  Stvis inertial regime (some collisions successful)
Stvis  Stvis coating regime (no collisions successful)
Iveson and Litster (1998) dened two important types of growth behavior namely
steady growth and induction. Where steady growth prevails the average granule size
increases linearly in time. This occurs in systems in which the granules are weak
and easily deform. Increasing the binder content increases the rate of growth, but
produces weaker granules in nature. In general, steady growth occurs where particles
are relatively coarse and narrowly sized and when the viscosity of binder is low. Where
induction growth occurs, the period of growth is relatively long but stronger which
are less easily deformable granules result. Increasing the binder content generally de-
creases the induction time. Induction growth occurs in systems where particles are ne
with wide particle size distribution and the binder is generally viscous. Figure 2.4 il-
lustrates both steady growth and induction behavior as a function of granulation time.
Iveson and Litster (1998) also modeled granule growth behavior as a function of
pore liquid saturation and granule impact deformation. Granule pore liquid saturation
14
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Figure 2.4: Steady-growth and induction behavior of granules (Iveson and Litster, 1998)
varies in time due to binder evaporation, granule consolidation and the dissolution of
soluble components. Hence, the maximum granule pore saturation smax is dened
as;
smax =
ws(1  "min)
1"min
(2.3)
where w is the mass ratio of liquid to solid, s is the density of the solid particles, 1
is the liquid density and "min is the minimum porosity.
On the other hand, the granule impact deformation was dened as a function of
granule rheology and agitation intensity. The amount of impact deformation was
characterized by the Stokes deformation number;
Stdef =
gU
2
c
2Yg
(2.4)
where Uc is the collision velocity in the granulator and represents the process intensity,
g is the granule density and Yg is the dynamic yield stress. The deformation number
is a measure of the ratio of impact kinetic energy to the plastic energy absorbed per
unit strain. The proposed granule growth behavior as a function of pore saturation
and deformation number on a regime map is shown in Figure 2.5. Particles either
remain as a dry free-owing powder or form nuclei at very low smax. A few larger
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granules which are too weak to form permanent granules will form a crumb material
at medium smax. A slurry or over-wet mass will form when very high liquid content
is present.
Figure 2.5: Granule growth regime map as a function of pore saturation and deformation
number. (Iveson and Litster, 1998)
Lui et al. (2000) extended the model of Ennis et al. (1991) to include granule defor-
mation behavior during collisions assuming the mechanical properties of granules to
be strain-rate independent and not a function of stress{strain history. They dened
the granule mechanical behavior by elastic modulus, E, and dynamic yield stress, Yd.
Two types of coalescence model were considered, namely Type I and Type II. In Type
I, granules coalesce by viscous dissipation in the surface of binder layer before their
surfaces come into contact. In Type II coalescence, granules are slowed to a halt
during rebound after initial contact of their surfaces. The conditions for Type I and
Type II coalescence were given as follows;
Type I:
Stvis < ln
h0
ha

(2.5)
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Type II:
 Yd
E

(Stdef )
 9=8 <
0:172
Stvis
 ~D
h0
h
1  1
Stvis
ln
h0
ha
i5=4

hh20
h2a
  1

+
2h0
00
h20
h2a
  1

+
2h20
(00)2
ln
h0
ha
i

h
1  7:86
 Yd
E
  1

(Stdef )
1=4 

1  1
Stvis
ln
h0
ha
 1=2i2
(2.6)
and
Stvis < 2 ln
h0
ha

for 00  0: (2.7)
where h0 is the binder layer thickness, ha is granule surface asperity, E
 is Young's
modulus of the granules and 00 is the extent of permanent plastic deformation number
given as;
00 =
 8
3
1=2
(Stdef )
1=2 ~D
h
1  1
Stvis
ln
h0
ha
i

h
1  7:86
 Yd
E
  1

(Stdef )
1=4 

1  1
Stvis
ln
h0
ha
 1=2i (2.8)
Stdef and Stvis are the Stokes deformation number and viscous Stokes number re-
spectively dened as;
Stdef =
~mu2
2 ~D3Yd
(2.9)
Stvis =
8 ~mu2
3 ~D2
(2.10)
where u is the collision velocity,  is the binder viscosity, ~D and ~m are the harmonic
mean granule diameter and mass respectively. The harmonic mean granule sizes of
~D and ~m are described for the two colliding masses m1, m2 and for the two colliding
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granules of diameters L,  as;
~m =
m1m2
m1 +m2
(2.11)
~D =
L
L+ 
(2.12)
Stdef number shows the amount of plastic deformation except if there exists no binder
layer on the surface of granules. The model predicts that the likelihood of coalescence
depends on the critical Stokes number at low Stdef .
Moreover, Vonk et al. (1997) added a colored liquid at the start of the granulation
process and observed the dispersion of the dye through a process of destructive
nucleation where loosely bonded nuclei are broken down into smaller fragments via
attrition or fragmentation as shown in Figure 2.6. The initial weak nuclei were quite
large in these experiments, 5 mm diameter. This process can be viewed as simply a
subset of breakage processes in the granulator.
All the theoretical models presented above involve dierent assumptions about the
mechanical properties of the particles, characteristics of the binder and the gran-
ule collision velocity. The model developed by Ouchiyama and Tanaka (1975) was
then simplied by Kristensen et al. (1985). However, this model is still restricted
to deformable granules without any binder layer on the surface of the granule. The
uncertainty of the bond strength term makes application of the model dicult. The
model derived by Ennis et al. (1991) is the rst model to include the dynamic aects
such as viscous dissipation yet it can only be applied to non-deformable wet surface
granules. Lui et al. (2000) extended the model of Ennis et al. (1991) to consider
deformable granules. Although they improved the previous model, the assumptions
in the model are restricted to small amounts of deformation while capillary forces
were neglected. The granule growth behavior postulated by Iveson and Litster (1998)
18
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Figure 2.6: The destructive nucleation mechanism (Vonk et al., 1997)
is successful at qualitatively explaining the observed eects of dierent parameters.
However, it is assumed that the granules are rigid-plastic materials and the model is
only a descriptive tool and not a predictive one.
2.3 Growth Mechanism
Broadly, it can be stated that the granule growth is controlled by the balance between
the granule strength and the shearing forces in the granulator. If the granule strength
is high enough to resist the shearing forces then the growth mechanism will be con-
trolled by coalescence. If the granule strength is too low then the growth mechanism
will be determined by simultaneous coalescence and breakage of the aggregates.
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Stokes coalescence
The condition for coalescence of two particles covered by the binder is determined
by the ratio of the initial kinetic energy of the system to the energy dissipated in the
liquid bridge collision (Ennis et al., 1991);
Stvis =
initial kinetic energy
dissipated enegry in the bridge
which is,
Stvis =
2mpu
2
2Fvish
=
8pru
9
(2.13)
with
Fvis =
3ur2
4h
(2.14)
Stvis =

1 +
1
e

ln

h
ha

(2.15)
where p is the particle density, r is the harmonic mean particle radius, that is if two
particles of radiuses r1 and r2collide then
r
2
= r1r2
r1+r2
.
e is the coecient of restitution, ha is the typical height of surface asperities, h is the
thickness of the surrounding binder layer,  is viscosity of the binder, u is the relative
collision velocity.
If Stvis>St

vis, then inertial eects dominate and all collisions are unsuccessful.
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If Stvis<St

vis, then viscous eects dominate and all collisions are successful.
Using the above equations the critical granule size can be calculated for transition
between dierent regimes as Stvis=St

vis with a critical granule size r
coal
cr (Tardos
et al., 1997);
rcoalcr =

9Stvis
8pw
1=2
(2.16)
Growth will be rapid until the system reaches the critical size and above the critical
size it will be comparatively slow. This is because the coalescence of smaller particles
will continue to form granules but in a layering type whereas the coalescence of the
bigger particles will stop at the critical size.
Accordingly, growth can be characterized as being proportional to the dierence be-
tween Stvis andStvis. The determination of the St

vis is not a easy task to achieve for
this work as we have an inhomogeneous set of primary particles/ ingredients which
will have dierent coecient of restitution and the thickness of the surrounding binder
layer is too dicult to measure. However, by using the critical size for coalescence
it will be possible to get a value for Stvis. This critical size can be obtained from
experimental measurements (Tardos et al., 1997).
2.4 Breakage Mechanism
The breakage term can be dened as the inverse mechanism of coalescence where
agglomerate fractures into two or more similar sized segments. Breakage occurs
when an external shear force is applied to particles. It may result from inter-particle
collisions and collisions between the particles and walls of the granulator.
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A simple model for breakage of particles in wet granulation is dened by Tardos et al.
(1997). They consider an agglomerate of massm, traveling at a speed u0 where shear
force of magnitude  is applied. The Stokes deformation number (Stokes deformation
number, Stdef , is equivalent to deformation number, De, divided by two) for breakage
and is dened as;
Stdef =
1
2
mu20
V
(2.17)
where V is the volume of the agglomerate.
It is assumed that that there is a critical Stokes number Stdef where breakage occurs
for;
Stdef > St

def
There are several experimental observations in granulation processes.Some preferential
growth mechanisms in tumbling granulation may involve attrition or breakage of weak
granules. However, breakage is much more likely in higher-shear mixer granulators.
Stokes deformation (Breakage or Unsuccessful aggregation)
The deformation of wet granules is described by the following relationship (Tardos
et al., 1997);
Stdef =
externally applied kinetic energy
enegry required for deformation
(2.18)
There two equations dened for Stokes deformation in the literature:
Stdef =
mgU2
2Vgy
 gU2
2y
(Tardos et al., 1997)
Stdef =
mgU2
2VgYg
 gU2
2Yg
(Iveson and Litster, 1998)
where Vg is the granule volume, mg is the granule mass, y which is the characteristic
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stress in the granule is the ow stress of a non-Newtonian liquid, Yg the dynamic
granule yield strength and U is the collision velocity of the granules (U = aw where
w is impeller angular speed (or shear rate) and a is the granule radius) and g is the
granule density.
The only dierence is that Tardos et al. (1997) dened the Stokes deformation number
in terms of the ow stress of a non-Newtonian liquid whereas Iveson and Litster (1998)
used the dynamic yield strength of a solid.
Similar to the critical size for the coalescence, a critical size at which the granules
start to deform and break above the critical size developed by Tardos et al. (1997)
at the critical point when Stdef=St

def for the granule deformation;
rdefcr =

2yStdef
p
1=2
w
(2.19)
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Chapter 3
Breakage during Pneumatic
Conveying
This chapter will focus on the literature review for particle breakage occur-
ring during pneumatic conveying. It will reect the various investigations on
breakage mechanisms and impact breakage of particles.
3.1 Introduction
Pneumatic conveying is widely used in food processing and other chemical engineering
applications. Particles are usually transported along a pipe system by compressed air
though compressed nitrogen may be used when there is a risk of explosion. Particle
breakage can be a problem during conveying, particularly if the particles involved are
granular and/or friable. In general terms two breakage mechanisms for dry granules
have been proposed; rstly erosion or attrition and secondly fracture or fragmentation
(Iveson et al., 2001). Where erosion is the dominant breakage mechanism, there
results one large fragment of size close to the parent aggregate and a number of
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smaller ne particles. Where breakage is by fracture, this results in the production of
a number of smaller fragments. In addition, the fracture type of breakage is divided
into two modes; cleavage in which parent particles break into a small number of
fragments of similar size and shattering which results in many fragments of a wide
range of sizes (Redner, 1990). Particle breakage is usually considered an undesirable
process since it can result in reduction in particle size, in changes to particle size
distribution, dust generation and handling and storage problems which may cause the
particles to no longer satisfy the requirement specications (Salman et al., 2003).
3.2 Literature review
There are a number of papers which are devoted to particle breakage in pneumatic con-
veying systems (Hilbert, 1984; Huber and Sommerfeld, 1998; Kalman, 1999; Salman
et al., 2002; Rajniak et al., 2008). In these papers, particle breakage is examined
for a given conveying rig, and the eects of various parameters such as air velocity,
bend angle and number of bends are investigated. Particle breakage in a pneumatic
conveying system is dependent on many parameters and each of the aforementioned
studies investigate such parameters through each for their own rig. Therefore, it is
not possible to directly apply the results of one particular system or conguration to
another.
Hilbert (1984) carried out experiments using three bends; long radius bend, short
radius elbow and a blinded tee. It was found that less attrition occurred in the
blinded tee and more attrition occurred in the long radius bend.
Huber and Sommerfeld (1998) developed a physical based model for the numerical
prediction of wall-bounded particle ows which include eects such as turbulent two-
way coupling, particle transverse lift forces, particle-wall collisions and inter{particle
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collisions. They used a Euler-Lagrange approach to predict gas-solid ows in pipe
systems. They reported that wall roughness reduces the gravitational settling of the
particles on the bottom of the pipeline and inter-particle collisions are important in
determining the mass ux even for low mass loading.
The factors aecting the particle breakage in a conveying rig have been divided into
three groups (Kalman, 1999). These are;
1. Particle strength
 Particle material
 Particle size and shape
2. Operating parameters
 Particle velocity
 Particle concentration{ loading ratio
3. Bend structure
 Angle of collision (Radius of curvature)
 Construction material
 Bend angle
 Number of bends
Kalman (1999) examined pneumatic conveying pipe lines as devices for attrition con-
trol. He conducted three case studies; i) to prevent attrition in cases that the convey-
ing is used only to transfer the bulk from one process to another without signicantly
changing its character, ii) to increase attrition in order to replace or to reduce the use
of a grinder or micronizer at the pipe line end and iii) to select an appropriate of at-
trition that will result in round particles by breaking the sharp corners that will reduce
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dustiness during further processing. He found that the median size decreases signi-
cantly (threefold) after ve passes through the system at a higher velocity (24ms 1),
while at lower velocity studies (15:6ms 1) the attrition rate is negligible (Figure 3.1)
for dierent types of powder for example, acicular particles (AP)and epoxy-polyester
(EP). It shows that the eect of the supercial air velocity on the attrition rate is
signicant. In addition, Kalman (1999) notes that breakage at the bends is signicant
since ow direction changes at the bends resulting in particle{wall collisions.
Figure 3.1: Attrition rate at two supercial air velocities, median particle size vs. number
of passes through the system (Kalman, 1999).
Salman et al. (2002) reported results consistent with Kalman's study (Kalman, 1999).
They found that negligible breakage occurred in a straight pipeline. Accordingly, they
inferred that the inter-particle collision can be neglected in a dilute phase conveying
system and the particle breakage occurs only when particles hit the walls. Salman
et al. (2002) also examined the eects of impact angles on the particle breakage.
As is shown in Figure 3.2, Salman et al. (2002) reported that the degree of particle
breakage is very sensitive to impact velocity and impact angle with greater angles
resulting in signicantly greater levels of breakage. Figure 3.3 is from Salman et al.
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Figure 3.2: The relationship between the number of unbroken 3.2 mm fertilizer particles
and impact velocity for impact angles from 90o to 10o (Salman et al., 2002)
(2002) and shows that larger fertilizer granules suer a greater degree of breakage
than smaller granules at a given ow velocity.
Salman et al. (2002) characterized a threshold impact velocity as the maximum ve-
locity at which no breakage occurs and found that this decreases with increasing
particle size. Dierent sized particles give dierent breakage characteristic for the
same impact velocities. The number of unbroken particles is described by Salman
et al. (2002) as;
N0 = 100e
 
 
i
c
m
(3.1)
where i is the impact velocity and c and m are curve tting parameters. The
parameter m was found almost constant and the parameter c was found to vary
with impact angles. Thus, equation (3.1) shows that the particle breakage increases
logarithmically with increasing in the impact velocity.
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Figure 3.3: The relationship between the number of unbroken fertiliser particles and impact
velocity for 3.2 mm, 5.15 mm and 7.1 mm particles at an impact angle of 90o
(Salman et al., 2002)
Salman et al. (2002) also showed that the eect of the number of impacts on particle
breakage depends on the particle type. The number of impacts has no eect on the
breakage for fertilizer particles, but the number of broken particles of polystyrene has
a linear increase in the number of impacts.
While Salman et al. (2002) state that there is a threshold velocity under which no
breakage occurs, a certain velocity is of course required for conveying. To avoid
breakage therefore they suggested using long radius bends which decrease the impact
angle.
Additionally, Maxim et al. (2002) studied the breakage probability of fertiliser granules.
They developed a relationship, which explains the eect of impact angle  on the
parameter c as follows:
c =
uf
sin()
(3.2)
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where uf is dened as the normal failure velocity, which is a function of the material
properties and particle size.
Recently Rajniak et al. (2008) reported a study on granule attrition during pneumatic
conveying. They developed three dierent methods to model breakage such as (i)
2D computational uid dynamics (CFD), (ii) population balance modelling (PBM)
and (iii) a combination of CFD and PBM. They reported that generally a power law
equation is used to represent the breakage frequency of the particles as;
b(li) = kl

i
(3.3)
where li is the representative particle size and k and  are the breakage constants.
The values of the breakage rate parameters k and  can be derived by tting the
population balance models to experimental data. Alternatively, these parameters
can be evaluated from independent experimental measurements in laboratory impact
testers and by employing mechanistic models and computer simulations (Rajniak et al.,
2008).
In the literature there are many dierent expressions for the fragment particle size dis-
tribution (Marchisio and Fox, 2003; Vanni, 2000; Diemer and Olson, 2002c). The op-
timum fragment particle size distribution function can be chosen using semi-empirical
methods such as observing the particle breakage in the pipeline during conveying to
obtain optimum t to experimental results (Rajniak et al., 2008).
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3.3 Impact Breakage of Particles
Pneumatic conveying is used for transporting particulate material in industry. How-
ever, a signicant amount of particle breakage may occur during during this operation.
This may cause changes in particle size, shape and appearance. These changes may
result in a failure to meet required product qualications and may aect the product
market value. Particle breakage in pneumatic conveying is dependent on several vari-
ables such as, particle-particle collisions, particle-pipe wall collision, material of the
particles and the movement of the particles in the system. Single impact studies can
be used to analyse these variables in terms of particle breakage.
According to material characteristics, particle breakage can be categorized as the
fracture strength and the deformation behaviour. Fracture strength can be dened
in terms of the energy required to cause fracture (or critical tensile stress). Mate-
rial deformation behaviour can be classied as elastic (brittle) or inelastic. Inelastic
behaviour includes semi-brittle, plastic and quasi-brittle. Stress conditions can be clas-
sied by type of stresses applied (compressive or shear), number of loading points,
stressing intensity and stressing rate (Tavares, 2007).
A single particle subjected to stresses contributes to an elementary breakage micro
event which can provide an understanding of several variables described above. The
breakage micro event can be classied among two main modes; major mode and minor
mode. In the major mode, a particle is subjected to compressive stresses, resulting in
disintegrative fracture. In the minor mode, called attrition or abrasion, the particle
suers gradual wearing of its surface leaving the parent particle largely intact but
usually more rounded, the result of stress concentration at some surface sites on the
corners or protrusions, leading to abrasion (Tavares, 2007).
There have been a number of studies on impact breakage of single particles (Yuregir
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et al., 1987; Shipway and Hutchings, 1993; Salman et al., 1995; Papadopoulos and
Ghadiri, 1996; Salman and Gorham, 2000; Maxim et al., 2002; Samimi et al., 2004).
In these studies, experiments were mostly carried out using air/gas guns to re indi-
vidual particles against a solid target. Among these researches, Yuregir et al. (1987)
and Papadopoulos and Ghadiri (1996) studied the fragmentation probability with the
impact velocity. Samimi et al. (2004) investigated the eect of impact angle on the
extent and regime of breakage of two types of soft agglomerates. They found that
there was a threshold impact velocity, below which the eect of the impact angle was
negligible.
In their paper Ghadiri and Zhang (2002) studied the mechanical breakdown of single
particles resulting from impact on a rigid target in a velocity range which corresponds
to that prevailing in process equipment by the application of indentation fracture me-
chanics. They developed a mechanistic model of impact attrition of particulate solids,
having a semi-brittle failure mode. Accordingly a dimensionless attrition propensity
parameter,  , was derived;
 =
v2lH
K2c
(3.4)
where  is the particle density, v is the impact velocity, l is a characteristic particle
size, H is the hardness and Kc is the fracture toughness.
With the aim of predicting the particulate breakage in pneumatic conveying, Salman
et al. (2002) used a numerical model to calculate the particle trajectory in dilute-phase
pipe transport. They considered a dilute system where inter-particle collisions were
neglected and fragmentation was only considered upon impact with pipe walls. The
eect of several variables such as impact velocity, impact angle, particle diameter,
target type and hardness on particle fragmentation were investigated. Using results
from single impact studies, their paper has provided valuable information on how to
minimise particle fragmentation, particularly in pneumatic conveying systems. They
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concluded that particle breakage at the bend can be reduced by decreasing the impact
angle. This can be achieved by using long radius bends and by reducing the conveying
velocity.
Furthermore, a numerical simulation of a particle in a horizontal pipe with the variation
of aerodynamic forces has been carried out by Salman et al. (2005). They found that
the major forces that control particle motion are drag in the axial direction, and lift
due to air velocity gradient and due to spin in the transverse direction.
Xiang and McGlinchey (2004) developed a gas-solids two-dimensional mathematical
model for plug ow of cohesionless particles in a horizontal pipeline in dense phase
pneumatic conveying. A combined approach of the Discrete Element Method (DEM)
and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) was used for the model. They integrated
the Navier{Stokes equations considered for the gas phase and the Newtonian equa-
tions of motion of individual particles for the particle motion. Additionally, a nonlinear
spring and dash pot model for both normal and tangential components was used for
particle contact.
On the other hand, Rajniak et al. (2008) proposed a methodology combining the-
oretical and experimental techniques for characterizing and predicting the friability
of granules in laboratory scale pneumatic conveying systems. They developed a two
dimensional (2{D) computational uid dynamics (CFD) model of the gas-solid ow
within the Malvern Mastersizer laser diraction equipment to simulate impact of dif-
ferent inlet jet pressures on the ow properties and to calculate average velocity and
average volume fraction of particles in the equipment and a simple maximum-gradient
population balance (MG-PB) mathematical model of breakage and a CFD{PB model
combining CFD and the Quadrature Method of Moments (QMOM) methodologies.
They compared the simulation results with attrition experimental data and found that
the model was able to capture the qualitative trends and quantitatively predict the
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Sauter mean diameter (d32) at the outlet.
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Chapter 4
Population Balance Modelling
This chapter will describe population balance modelling. First of all an in-
troduction to population balances will be given. Then, population balance
equations for breakage and aggregation processes incorporating a brief liter-
ature review will be introduced. Finally, a synopsis of solution methods for
these equations will be presented.
4.1 Introduction
Population balance modelling (PBM) is a useful predictive tool which can be used to
describe particle size distribution over time for processes in the food, chemical and
pharmaceutical industries. Population balances trace their origins from the Boltzman
equation which was developed in 1872 (Boltzmann, 1872). However, the application
of population balances to process engineering systems is a relatively new development.
Early examples include Hulburt and Katz (1964) who applied their model to dispersed
phase systems, while Randolph and Larson (1964) primarily focused on crystallization.
Since then, there have been many articles published dealing with population balances
as applied to process engineering systems (Hidy and Lilly, 1965; Gelbard and Seinfeld,
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1980; Batterham et al., 1981; Hounslow et al., 1988; Hill and Ng, 1995; Kumar and
Ramkrishna, 1996b; Diemer and Olson, 2002a; Marchisio et al., 2003; Kostoglou and
Karabelas, 2004; Immanuel and Doyle-III, 2005).
Population balance equations (PBEs) are used to dene phenomena such as nucle-
ation, growth, aggregation and breakup of particles. PBEs are underpinned by the
law of conservation of mass and the equations describe the relationships that dene
the number balance on particles of given particulate states. Alternatively, the number
balance can also be considered in terms of mass or volume in some instances. A con-
tinuous number density function in PBEs makes the model quite powerful in analyzing
the dynamics of a process. However, the structure of the population balance equation
entails partial integro-dierential equations and hence analytical solutions may not be
possible except for simple cases. Nonetheless some simplied approaches which allow
for population balance equations to be solved are available in the literature (Hidy and
Lilly, 1965; Gelbard and Seinfeld, 1978; Bapat et al., 1983; Hounslow et al., 1988; Hill
and Ng, 1995, 1996; Kumar and Ramkrishna, 1996a; Nicmanis and Hounslow, 1998;
Vanni, 1999; Kostoglou and Karabelas, 2002; Diemer and Olson, 2002b; Marchisio
et al., 2003). These approaches help simplify the rigorous population balance equa-
tions and include mathematical methods such as Monte-Carlo simulation, method of
moments, discrete formulations and Laplace transforms. A comprehensive discussion
about various applications and detailed solution techniques of PBEs is presented in
Ramkrishna (2000).
4.2 Population balances for breakage
Particle breakage can be dened as separation of fragments from a whole particle.
Breakage occurs in many engineering applications, such as mixing, conveying oper-
ations, liquid-liquid dispersion, milling and grinding applications, crystallisation and
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precipitation production, transport and separation.
Modeling a breakage process can be achieved by constructing a population balance
equation in the form of breakage functions. This can be either in continuous or in
discrete form. Moreover, two types of breakage equations are dened;
 a number density based breakage equation
 a mass density based breakage equation
It should be noted that, when particles display homogenous density then a mass
density based breakage equation can be considered as equivalent to a volume density
based breakage equation.
There are a number research studies dealing with breakage processes (Hounslow et al.,
2001; Nere and Ramkrishna, 2005; Kostoglou, 2006; Bilgili et al., 2006; Kostoglou
and Karabelas, 2007). Among them Nere and Ramkrishna (2005), Kostoglou (2006)
and Kostoglou and Karabelas (2007) studied the breakage in turbulent pipe ow.
Bilgili et al. (2006) formulated a phenomenological non-linear population balance
theory that can be used to explain the complex non-rst-order breakage kinetics for
certain grinding processes. They used a non-linear population balance framework to
explain the non-rst-order breakage rates that originate from multi-particle interac-
tions.
In their paper, Hounslow et al. (2001) described tracer studies using a population bal-
ance framework. They linked a two internal coordinates population balance equation
with the evolution time of granule-size and tracer-mass distributions to underlying
rate processes.
Additionally, a recent book edited by Salman et al. (2007a) provides a brief overview
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of particle breakage from the small scale of a single particle, to the study of whole
processes for breakage; both through experimental study and mathematical modelling.
4.2.1 Breakage equation
A homogenous breakage process describing the evolution of particle size distribution
in time for a batch process can be described according to the following expression
(Ramkrishna, 2000);
@f(x; t)
@t
=
Z 1
x
p(x; y)b(y)f(y; t)dy   b(x)f(x; t) (4.1)
In this equation f = f(x; t) is the particle size distribution dened on the domain of
particles of size x at time t. p(x; y), which is known as breakage kernel or daughter size
distribution (fragment size distribution), is the probability distribution of particles of
size x resulting from the breakup of particles of size y. b(x) is the breakage frequency
(the breakage rate) at which particles of size x break per unit time. Table 4.1
shows the most commonly used breakage rates and 4.2 displays several expressions for
breakage rate used in the literature. A list of well{known fragment size distributions
is given in Table 4.3.
Table 4.1: Breakage rate functions
Breakage rate b(x)
Constant c1
Power law xc2
Exponential exp(c3x
c4)
The integral part of the equation (4.1) is the birth rate of particles and it describes the
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production of daughter size particles by breakage of parent size particles. The death
rate of particles, which describes the average volume fraction of particles lost from
the domain of particles of diameter x, is formulated as b(x)f(x; t) in equation (4.1).
A gure which represents the breakage birth and breakage death for particle of size
x is given in Figure 4.1.
Table 4.2: Some breakage rates proposed in the literature.
System b(x) Source
Liquid-liquid k1x
 2=3"1=3exp[  k2
d"2=3x5=3
] Coulaloglou and Tavlarides (1977)
Liquid-liquid c4
 

x2
1=3 R 1
min
(1+)2
11=3
exp

  12cf
c2=3x5=311=3

d Luo and Svendsen (1996)
Solid-liquid c1
"x Kramer and Clark (1999)
Wojcik and Jones (1998)
Solid-liquid Axb Boadway (1978)
Pandya and Spielman (1982)
Solid-liquid 1p
15
 
"


exp

  f
( "

)1=2

Ayazi Shamlou et al. (1994)
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Figure 4.1: Breakage birth and death for particle of size x.
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Table 4.3: Fragment size distributions. In all cases binary breakage is considered.
Mechanisim p(x; y)
Uniform
8><>:
1
y
; if 0 < x < y;
0; else.
Erosion
8>>>><>>>>:
1; if x = x0;
1; if x = x  x0;
0; else.
x0 is the primary particle size.
Equisized
8><>: 2; if x =
y
2
;
0; else.
Note that the function p(x; y) should satisfy the mass conservation requirement such
that all of the volume fractions formed sum to unity. It can be expressed as the
following equation (McGrady and Zi, 1986);
Z y
0
p(x; y)dx = 1 (4.2)
In addition, it is convenient to use the cumulative fragment size distribution, P (x; y),
to correlate experimental data on breakage. P (x; y) describes the volume fraction of
particles that are smaller than or equal to particles of diameter x which are broken
from particles of diameter y. Accordingly, P (x; y) can be formulated as;
P (x; y) =
Z x
0
p(x0; y)dx0 (4.3)
where x0 is a dummy diameter.
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4.2.2 Discretized population balance for breakage equation
The analytical solution of population balance equations of integro-dierential form
is not a trivial matter except for some simple examples. To overcome this diculty,
discrete methods can be employed to solve integro-dierential type PBEs. There
are a number of numerical techniques presented in the literature (Hill and Ng, 1995;
Kumar and Ramkrishna, 1996a,b; Vanni, 1999; Diemer and Olson, 2002b; Marchisio
and Fox, 2003).
Hill and Ng (1995) applied a discretization procedure to the breakage equation. A
xed pivot technique (Kumar and Ramkrishna, 1996a) and a moving pivot technique
(Kumar and Ramkrishna, 1996b) have also been used for the discretization of contin-
uous population balance equations. Vanni (1999) proposed a discretization method
by a modication of the method developed by Hill and Ng (1995) and considered
size range as divided into m arbitrary sections. Diemer and Olson (2002b) presented
a moment methodology for solving simultaneous population balances for coagulation
and breakage. They developed a technique with a view towards coupling population
balances with computational uid dynamic (CFD) simulations. Marchisio and Fox
(2003) simulated the simultaneous aggregation and breakage of particles in a Taylor-
Couette reactor by implementing the quadrature method of moments in a commercial
CFD code.
Discretizing the size domain
Classication of a continuous size range into discrete intervals is the rst step in
constructing a discretized population balance equation. Two main approaches can be
used to select the classication of the states.
 Uniform Discretization: According to this approach, the interval of each state
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is constant, i.e., r = xi   xi 1.
 Geometric Discretization: In this approach, the interval of the next state is
directly proportional to its previous state, i.e., r = xi
xi 1
where xi 1 and xi are lower and upper limits of the interval i, respectively. Figure 4.2
represents the discretized size range of particles with respect to uniform discretization.
The discretized size range of particles with respect to geometric discretization is
displayed in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: The particle size distribution function in discrete size intervals with respect to
uniform discretization.
Although uniform discretization is numerically more stable it may lead a very large
number of intervals. On the other hand, the number of intervals that result with
geometric discretization can be much more reasonably dealt with and stable results
may be obtained provided that the value of r is well chosen.
The underlying basis of these numerical techniques is to turn the main population
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Figure 4.3: The particle size distribution function in discrete size intervals with respect to
geometric discretization.
balance of integro-partial dierential equations into an ordinary dierential equation
by applying discretization as in the following type of equation;
dNi
dt
=
1X
j=i+1
pjibjNj   biNi (4.4)
where, Ni is the discretized distribution of particles in interval i containing particles
larger than xi 1 and smaller than or equal to xi at time t. bi is the discrete breakage
frequency of particles in the ith interval. The discretized breakage function pji is the
fragment size distribution of particles broken from interval j that go to interval i.
Any broken particle in interval j cannot go into interval j i.e.
j 1X
i=1
pji = 1 (4.5)
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The restriction in equation (4.5) is frequently used for the discretized breakage equa-
tion in the literature. Consequently, the discretized fragment size distribution can be
written by the following equation;
pji =
Z xi
xi 1
p(x; xj 1)dx (4.6)
Note that, the cumulative fragment size distribution for the discrete case has the
form;
pji = P (xi)  P (xi 1) (4.7)
4.3 Population balances for aggregation
Aggregation is a term used for size enlargement processes whereby small particles are
gathered into larger, relatively permanent masses in which the original particles can
still be distinguished (Snow et al., 1997b). It is prevalent across many diverse sectors
of industry including pharmaceuticals, fertilizers and chemicals. Aggregation occurs
between at least two particles. There are a number of processes that aggregation
covers; coalescence is the formation of the larger granules by adhesion of two or
more particles, coagulation is a oc of particles held by surface forces without having
physical contact. Studies dealing with aggregation processes using population balance
equations include those by Hidy and Lilly (1965); Gelbard and Seinfeld (1978); Bapat
et al. (1983); Hounslow et al. (1988); Kumar and Ramkrishna (1996a); Diemer and
Olson (2002a); Marchisio and Fox (2003); Immanuel and Doyle-III (2005) and Poon
et al. (2008).
Moreover, the aggregation kernel is the most important function of the population
balance equation of an aggregation process and it represents the fraction of two
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aggregating particles per unit time. Determining the aggregation kernel has been a
core element of many studies (Adetayo and Ennis, 1997, 2000; Lui and Litster, 2002;
Tan et al., 2004a).
Adetayo and Ennis (1997) presented a physical based kernel for population balance
modelling of granule growth by coalescence. They used a size-independent kernel in
which all collisions with an eective average granule size less than a critical value
are successful. Furthermore, in their paper Adetayo and Ennis (2000) considered
a new generation coalescence kernel that is capable of modeling various seemingly
contradictory experimental observations. They proposed a growth model using a
constant kernel with a cut-o size.
On the other hand, Lui and Litster (2002) developed a more generalized coalescence
kernel from the physical properties of the granules and binder liquid. It was found
that the eect of granule size on coalescence is not monotonic and is dependent on
the granule and binder properties.
4.3.1 Aggregation equation
Aggregation processes take place in many engineering processes and throughout na-
ture. Some examples of aggregation processes are; coalescence between droplets or
bubbles in a wide variety of dispersed phase systems in industrial processes, coales-
cence of water vapour droplets in the atmosphere, which result in the formation of
rain from clouds, aggregation between cells in biological processes and aggregation
of particles in the manufacture of foods and pharmaceuticals.
A general form of the continuous aggregation equation for a batch system can be
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given as;
@f(x; t)
@t
=
1
2
Z x
0
a(x  ; ; t)f(x  ; t)f(; t)d  f(x; t)
Z 1
0
a(x; ; t)f(; t)d
(4.8)
where f(x; t) is the size distribution of particles at time t, a(x; ) is the aggregation
kernel of aggregating particles of size x and .
Equation (4.8) states that the change in the number of particles of size x over an
incremental time step at time t depends on the number of new particles of size x
produced by aggregation of particles smaller than x, and depends on the average
number of particles lost by aggregation of particles of size x.
The rst integral part of the right hand side of equation (4.8) represents aggregation
birth for particle of size x. That is, particles of size x    and  aggregate to form
a new particle of size x. The second integral part of the right hand side of equa-
tion (4.8) represents aggregation death for particle of size x. In other words, particles
of size x and  aggregate to produce a new particle of size x + . Figure 4.4 shows
the aggregation birth and breakage death for particle of size x.
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Figure 4.4: Aggregation birth and death for a particle of size x.
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In their work Sastry and Fuerstenau (1975) subdivided the aggregation kernel a(x; )
into two parts to create a consruct which has been widely used in the literature;
a(x; ) = a0a
(x; ) (4.9)
where a0, which is the rate constant and the size independent part, and a
 is the size
dependent part. A list of aggregation kernels proposed in the literature is given in
Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Aggregation kernels proposed in the literature.
a(x; ) Source
a0 Kapur and Fuerstenau (1969)
a0
(x+)
(x)
Kapur (1972)
a0
(x2=3+2=3
1
x
+ 1

Sastry and Fuerstenau (1975)
a0(
1
x
+ 1

)1=2(x1=3 + 1=3)2 Friedlander (2000)(
a0;
(x)
(x+)
 w;
0; (x)

(x+)
> w.
Adetayo and Ennis (1997)
w is the critical granule size.
a0(x+ y)
2
q
1
x3
+ 1
y3
Hounslow (1998)
Additionally, three basic aggregation kernels can be stated as follows;
i) Constant kernel: Aggregation rate of all particles equals a constant.
a(x; ) = a0
ii) Linear kernel: Aggregation rate of particles is directly proportional to their total
volume.
a(x; ) = a0(x+ )
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iii) Product kernel: Aggregation rate of particles is directly proportional to the
product of their volumes.
a(x; ) = a0x
4.3.2 Discretized population balance for aggregation equation
The structure of population balance equations incorporate partial integral dierential
equations. The framework of these equations is complex and analytical solutions
may be impossible. However, some simplied approaches which make the solution of
population balance equations possible, have been developed in the literature (Hidy
and Lilly, 1965; Gelbard and Seinfeld, 1980; Batterham et al., 1981; Hill and Ng,
1996; Hounslow et al., 1988; Vanni, 2000).
The underlying basis of discretization is to turn the main population balance of
integro-dierential equations into ordinary dierential equations. To achieve this,
the integral signs of the continuous equation (4.8) are turned to summation signs,
and continuous functions are replaced by corresponding discrete functions;
dNi
dt
=
1
2
i 1X
j=1
aj;i jNjNi j  Ni
1X
j=1
ai;jNj (4.10)
where Ni is the number of particles in the interval i and ai;j is the discrete aggregation
kernel of the particles in the intervals i and j.
There should be a nite state space to model the system, that is j cannot be increased
to innity in the second part of right hand side of equation (4.10). On this basis, two
realistic approaches can be described as follows;
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i) A maximum particle size xmax that can be realised in the process is assigned;
that is, any two particles cannot aggregate if their total size is greater then
xmax. This kind of limitation is encountered for example, where if aggregation
occurs in a pipe or similar geometry where physical parameters mostly determine
the maximum particle size. If the maximum state is represented by nth state,
then equation (4.10) can be rewritten as;
dNi
dt
=
1
2
i 1X
j=1
aj;i jNjNi j  Ni
n iX
j=1
ai;jNj (4.11)
Equation (4.11) produces some restrictions on particle aggregation. If the max-
imum state number n=40 and i=5, a particle in the interval 5 cannot aggregate
with another particle in the interval j when i+ j > 40, such as 36, 37, 38, 39,
40.
ii) A maximum particle size xmax that is represented by n
th interval can join to
aggregation process is dened; that is, the maximum aggregated particle size
can be 2xmax. If the intervals are created by using a uniform method, then the
total number of intervals will be 2n. Thus, equation (4.10) can be dened as;
dNi
dt
=
1
2
i 1X
j=1
aj;i jNjNi j  Ni
nX
j=1
ai;jNj (4.12)
Hidy and Lilly (1965) contributed numerical solutions of population balance equations
while Gelbard and Seinfeld (1980) developed a discrete method to predict a single
property of the particle such as total number or volume. Hill and Ng (1996) presented
a new discretization procedure for an aggregation equation where they mitigated
the intrinsic problems encountered through discretization by using proper probability
density functions. Moreover, Hounslow et al. (1988) published a discrete solution of
nucleation, growth and aggregation equations for a crystallization process. On the
other hand, Vanni (2000) discussed the characteristics of approximate methods for
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modelling aggregation by considering their accuracy, ability to produce error estimates,
ease of implementation and speed.
The quadrature method of moments was tested for size-dependent growth and ag-
gregation by Marchisio et al. (2003). They have been validated this method by
comparison with both Monte Carlo simulations and analytical solutions using several
functional forms for the aggregation kernel.
Darelius et al. (2005) used a population balance approach based on splitting the coa-
lescence kernel into two factors, the rst describing the collision frequency of particles
and the second describing the collision eciency. They applied this coalescence kernel
to modelling wet granulation in a high shear mixer.
In their work, Tan et al. (2004a) have demonstrated how a growth kernel can be
derived based on the principle of kinetic theory of granular ow. They used the
equipartition of kinetic energy (EKE) kernel to describe the evolution of granule size
distributions in uidized bed granulation
Immanuel and Doyle-III (2005) presented an eective and robust technique for the
numerical solution of three-dimensional population balance models describing gran-
ulation processes. Simpler forms of the aggregation kernels were employed in their
study.
A three-dimensional population balance model was discussed for wet granulation by
Poon et al. (2008) who tried to capture particle level phenomena and their inuence
on the population-level behaviour. The particle size, binder content, and porosity
of the granules were used as the three dimensions of population distribution. These
three particle dimensions are represented in terms of three equivalent traits, namely,
the solid volume, liquid volume and gas volume of the granules in formulation of the
population balance.
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4.4 Solution methods for population balance equa-
tions
Analytical solutions of population balance equations are available only for limited
simple examples. However, a number of numerical techniques have been developed to
make the solution of population balance equations possible. Moments of the particle
size distribution function are frequently used in engineering calculations and it may be
possible to obtain moment equations from the PBEs. Monte Carlo simulation is quite
a powerful technique for the solution of PBEs in spite of its computation requirements.
Discretized population balance equations can be a more eective solution technique in
rapid solutions for specic applications. More detailed reviews and solution techniques
of PBEs are available in Ramkrishna (2000). A list of methods for the solution of
population balance equations is given as follows;
The Method of Laplace Transformations The population balance equation in par-
ticle mass, having a convolution integral in the death function, can be solved by
Laplace transforms in integration systems. It is suitable to use Laplace trans-
forms in order to obtain the analytical solutions for such population balance
equations.
Monte-Carlo Simulation Monte-Carlo simulation is based on solving certain pop-
ulation balance equations by using random numbers. The appearance of new
particles and disappearance of existing particles in the population domain in a
process are generally random with specied probability. A sample path of the
process can be created by articially generating random variables that satisfy
the specied probability laws of change. The mean behavior of the system can
be calculated by averaging all of the sample paths.
Discrete Formulations Derivatives and integrals can be represented by nite dif-
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ference methods in order to provide a discretization of particle state space for
a direct solution of the population balance equation. Discretization of particle
size is written by numerical consideration in approximating the integral or the
derivative.
The Method of Successive Approximations The method of successive approxi-
mations (or Picard iteration) provides a method that can, in principle be used
to solve any initial value problem. In this method, the value of an unknown
quantity can be estimated by repeated comparison to a sequence of known
quantities.
The Method of Moments and Weighted Residuals Calculating the moments of
the number density function may be practical in some population balance equa-
tions. The calculation of moments can be done by taking the moments of such
population balance equations which produce a set of moment equations.
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Chapter 5
High Shear Granulation
This chapter concerns granola production through aggregation in a high shear
mixer and involves developing a corresponding growth model. Firstly, an
introduction to high shear granulation will be provided. Secondly, materials
and methods will be introduced. Thereafter, a model describing change in
particle size of granola during high shear mixing will be proposed. Finally,
results and discussion will be presented and conclusions will be drawn.
5.1 Introduction
High shear mixer granulators are used in a broad range of industries including chem-
icals, detergents, food, pharmaceutical and ceramics. Mixer granulators include an
agitator in order to mix particles and a chopper which helps to break down larger
granules. A liquid binder is added to bind the particles.
Impellers typically rotate at tip speeds of approximately 5 15ms 1 which correspond
to around 100 1500 rpm. Choppers rotate at similar tip speeds but because of their
smaller diameter the rate of revolutions is between 1500-4000rpm. The process stages
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in a typical high shear mixer are as follows:
 mixing of dry materials with high speed impeller and chopper for 2{3 minutes.
 addition of a liquid binder either by pouring, pumping or spraying onto the
materials with a constant impeller and chopper speed for 1-2 minutes.
 wet massing with high impeller and chopper speed for 5-15 minutes
 discharge of wet granules
 drying the granules
The above steps are typical though production parameters and may vary from product
to product in terms of binder addition rate, times for each of the stages and impeller
and chopper speeds.
5.2 Materials and Methods
Granola is a baked crispy food product where oats, other cereals and nuts are bound
together with a binder, in this case honey, water and oil, to form a structured unit
aggregate. The granola ingredients in this study were carefully selected for their high
nutritional value. These include oat akes, corn akes, pued rice, malted buckwheat,
malted barley, brown sugar, oat beta glucan, wheat germ and inulin. A mixture of
honey, water and oil was used as a binding agent. Detailed ingredient proportions are
displayed in Table 1.1 of Chapter 1.
Aggregation of the granola ingredients takes place in a high shear mixer (Procept,
4M8, Belgium). Figure 5.1 shows the high shear mixer used. The mixing chamber is
a glass bowl. The bolt are provided at the top of the bowl permits the loading as well
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as emptying of the mixer. The impeller and chopper are both positioned vertically
(Figure 5.2). The impeller is 17 cm in depth and the blade of impeller is 8 cm in
length having a 45o inclination. Geometric details of the high shear mixer are provided
in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Laboratory scale of the high shear mixer.
The dry ingredients (Table 1.1) were added to the high shear granulator, and pre
mixed over a 2 minute period at impeller rotation speeds of either 150 rpm, 200 rpm
and 300 rpm and at chopper speed 500 rpm. These impeller rotation speeds were
chosen because preliminary granulation trials showed that at an impeller speed of
100 rpm and a wet massing period of 3 minutes, granules were not formed. Batch
size was 100g in each case. This was followed by the binder addition step (at the
same impeller and chopper speeds), whereby the binder was poured onto the rotating
ingredient bed at rates of either 0.22 gs 1, 0.33 gs 1 and 0.65 gs 1. A honey-water
mixture (95:5) was used as the binder. Total binder addition was 32 g for all runs,
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Binder addition 
Funnel
Flow
Controller
Chopper
Impeller
Figure 5.2: A schematic diagram of the high shear mixer.
though addition time varied with addition rates. For all the granulation experiments
the same composition of the binder solution was used. After adding the binder, the
mixture was wet massed for a period of 6, 9 and 12 minutes at the respective impeller
speeds. The purpose of wet massing phase is to distribute the liquid / binder system
evenly throughout the system. The resultant wet granules were taken from the mixer
and spread on a tray and dried in an oven at 160oC for 10 min followed by a period
of cooling in a desiccator over 30 minutes.
Table 5.1: Geometry of the high shear mixer.
Component size
Impeller depth 17 cm
Impeller blade width 2:5 cm
Impeller blade inclination 45o
Impeller blade length 8 cm
Bowl diameter 17 cm
Bowl depth 18 cm
Chopper depth 14:5 cm
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5.2.1 Particle size measurements
A Camsizer (Retsch, Germany) digital image analyzer was used for measuring par-
ticle size distributions and aggregate relative density. D10, D50 and D90 sizes were
recorded. This unit can also produce particle images. It is possible to measure the
particle sizes in the range 30m to 30mm with a high degree of accuracy using the
Camsizer.
The Camsizer operates by means of two CCD (Charge-Coupled Device) cameras, a ba-
sic camera (CCD-B) which records large particles and a zoom camera (CCD-Z) which
records the small ones (Figure 5.3). There are three possible options for measurement:
measurements using CCD-B, measurements using CCD-Z and measurements using
both cameras. The measuring range of CCD-B is approximately 400m to 30mm.
The measuring range of CCD-Z ranges from 30m up to approximately 3mm.
Figure 5.3: Positions of two cameras in the Camsizer.
The sample is fed in from the feed channel so that all particles fall through the mea-
surement eld by a vibrating feeder (Figure 5.4). The contact-free optical measure-
ment is carried out in real time and simultaneously obtains all the required information
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about particle size and particle shape. After the digital images have been processed
electronically, the analytical results are saved in more than 1,000 size classes accord-
ing to the density of information. The feed hopper has a capacity of 3.5 liters. The
75 mm feed chute helps to measure very big particles.
The feed hopper
Vibrating feeder
Collecting
basin
Figure 5.4: The Camsizer unit.
5.2.2 Textural properties
Textural properties of samples were measured using a TA-XT2i texture analyzer (Sta-
ble Microsystems Ltd, Godalming, UK) equipped with an SMS P/75 compression
platen (d = 75 mm) and 50 kg load cell. A at-ended cylindrical stainless steel plate
having 75 mm diameter was used for compression. The sample is placed on the lower
plate of the instrument and the at-ended cylindrical plate moves downwards until
it reaches a distance of 15 mm at a constant speed of 1.0 mms 1. Each sample
was measured in 5 replicates. During the test run, the resistance of the sample was
recorded and plotted on a force (N) versus distance (mm) plot. The hardness and
crispness of granola were measured. The hardness is dened as the maximum applied
force, beyond which the granola starts to permanently deform during the compression.
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Crispness is related to the brittleness of the granulation. In technical terms the slope
of the force curve over distance determines the level of crispness.
5.3 Growth Model
Broadly, it can be stated that granule growth is controlled by the balance between
the granule strength and the shearing forces in high shear mixers. If the granule
strength is high enough to resist the shearing forces of the impeller then the growth
mechanism will be controlled by coalescence. If the granule strength is too low
then the growth mechanism will be determined by simultaneous coalescence and
breakage of the aggregates. In addition, if the binder has suciently high viscosity
(approximately larger than 100 mPa.s) then the breakage of agglomerates becomes
insignicant (Schafer, 2001).
5.3.1 Particle Velocity
A high speed camera (AOS, X-Motion, Switzerland) (500 frames per second) was
used to determine particle velocity inside the high shear mixer. Figure 5.5 shows side
view of the particle motion in the mixer. When the particle meets with the blade, it
is carried up to the tip of the blade and then released with a vertical (axial) velocity
uv and a horizontal (tangential) velocity uh. Figure 5.5 (B) displays the path of the
particle with respect to the blade. When the particle reaches its maximum height, it
has a vertical velocity uv and gravity force (Fg) acting on it.
The impeller tip speed for corresponding impeller revolution, which is given in Ta-
ble 5.2, is calculated as;
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Figure 5.5: A schematic diagram of the particle velocity and forces acting on the particle
in the high-shear granulator. A) The dimensions and the position of the blade.
B) The path of the particle motion in the granulator with respect to the blade.
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u =
DbN
60
(5.1)
where u is tip speed, Db is blade diameter and N is number of revolution per minute.
Table 5.2: Impeller rotations, corresponding impeller tip speeds and periods.
Impeller Rotation Impeller Tip Speed Impeller Period
150 rpm 1:25 ms 1 T1 = 0:4s
200 rpm 1:7 ms 1 T2 = 0:3s
300 rpm 2:5 ms 1 T3 = 0:2s
The horizontal velocity of the particle changes because of air drag force; Fd. Otherwise
the motion of the particle would be identical to the motion of the blade. Air drag
force starts to apply on the particle when the particle leaves the blade. Accordingly,
the tangential motion of the particle can be dened by the following equations;
Fd = Fnet (5.2)
Fd =  cT (up   ua)jup   uaj (5.3)
where cT is the turbulent drag coecient, up is the particle velocity and ua is air
velocity. Air velocity can be considered negligible with respect to the particle velocity
and hence the equation (5.3) becomes;
Fd =  cTu2p (5.4)
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which is,
m
dup
dt
=  cTu2p (5.5)
where m is the particle mass and t is time.
The solution of dierential equation (5.5) is calculated as;
up =
m
cT t+mk
; k = constant (5.6)
Using the initial condition for the particle horizontal velocity;
upjt=0 = uh (5.7)
Equation (5.6) can be written as;
up =
muh
uhcT t+m
(5.8)
Single Particle Reynolds number
Single particle Reynolds number can be calculated according to the following equation
(Turton and Levenspiel, 1986);
Rep =
dUa

(5.9)
where d is diameter of the particle, U is the relative velocity, a is the air density and
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a is the dynamic viscosity of air.
The value of cT can be found as follows;
cT = 0:5CdaAp (5.10)
where Cd is drag coecient a is air density and Ap is cross-section area of the
particle.
If Rep > 500 then the particle is in Newton's law region and Cd = 0:44 (Turton and
Levenspiel, 1986). The average particle area calculated for diameter of size 0.5 cm
as, Ap = 0:25cm
2. Accordingly, cT can be written as;
cT = 6:6  10 6 (kg m 1) = 20:74 10 6 (5.11)
An average mass of a particle of diameter 0:5cm is 0:07g = 7 10 5kg.
Using equation (5.8) the particle velocity is calculated in terms of the impeller speed
of uh as;
up =
7 10 5  uh
uh  20:74 10 6t+ 7 10 5 (5.12)
or by simplication;
up =
uh
0:3uht+ 1
(5.13)
The velocity of the particle is changed when it is hit by a blade. There are three blades
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in the system and when the particle hit by one blade there will be a time dierence 
until being hit by the next blade. The angular displacement between one blade and
the following blade equals to
S = r (5.14)
where  is the distance between two consecutive blades and r is the radius of the
blade;
 =
2
3
and r = 0:08m
which yields,
S =
16 10 2
3
(5.15)
Thus, the time dierence  can be calculated using the following relationship;
(ub   up) = 16 10
 2
3
(5.16)

ub   uh
0:3uh + 1

 =
16 10 2
3
(5.17)
Note that uh = ub=
p
2 because of an angle of 45o of the blade. Thus,

ub   ub
0:3ub +
p
2

 =
16 10 2
3
(5.18)
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Equation (5.18) can be solved for  by using three dierent impeller tip speeds. For
the rst case the impeller tip speed is 1:25 ms 1;

1:25  1:25
0:3 1:251 +
p
2

1 =
16 10 2
3
(5.19)
which results in 1 = 0:37s
For the second case the impeller tip speed is 1:7 ms 1;

1:7  1:7
0:3 1:72 +
p
2

2 =
16 10 2
3
(5.20)
which results in 2 = 0:27s
For the last case the impeller tip speed is 2:5 ms 1;

2:5  2:5
0:3 2:53 +
p
2

3 =
16 10 2
3
(5.21)
which results in 3 = 0:18s
The particle is hit by the blade each  time. Therefore equation (5.13) can be written
as;
up =
uh
0:3uhmod(t; ) + 1
(5.22)
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5.3.2 Binder layer thickness
The binder layer thickness is calculated by the following equation (Lui et al., 2000);
h =
8><>:
D(   "s)
6 if  > "s

0 if  < "s
(5.23)
where D is the diameter of the granule, " is the granule porosity, s is the granule
saturation at which a surface binder layer rst appears and it should theoretically be
unity and  is the volume fraction of binder in the granule (i.e. ="s where s is the
granule saturation which is the ratio of binder to pore volume).
In the case of this work, the volume fraction of binder in the granule, , can be written
as a function of volumetric binder addition rate. The volumetric binder addition rate,
Vbr, can be found from the binder mass ow rate, br. The binder thickness layer will
increase during the binder addition time. Thus, the volume fraction of binder in the
granule,, will be of following form;
 =
"(Vbrt
)
"v
(5.24)
where "v is the pore volume and t
 is the binder addition time increment until the
binder addition ceases. Note that the wet massing time starts after the binder addition
and no signicant granule growth was observed until all binder has been added.
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Table 5.3: Parameters used in evaluation of binder thickness.
Binder viscosity b = 1:47 Pa:s
Binder density b = 1230 kgm
 3
Pore volume "v = 20 10 6 m3
Dry ingredients volume Vi = 160 10 6 m3
Porosity " = 2010
 6
16010 6 = 0:125
Parameters used in evaluation of binder thickness are displayed in Table 5.3. The
binder mass ow rates and the corresponding volumetric binder addition rates are
given in Table 5.4;
Table 5.4: Binder mass ow rates and corresponding volumetric binder addition rates used
in experimentations.
Binder mass ow rates Volumetric binder addition rates
0:22gs 1 = 22 10 4 kgs 1 Vbr = 0:18 10 6 m3s 1
0:33gs 1 = 33 10 4 kgs 1 Vbr = 0:27 10 6 m3s 1
0:65gs 1 = 65 10 4 kgs 1 Vbr = 0:53 10 6 m3s 1
5.3.3 Coecient of restitution
The coecient of restitution, e, of the granules is the ratio of the separation velocities
after collision to the approaching velocities of two colliding granules. It can also be
found by the square root ratio of the bounce height to the drop height of the granule.
Using a high speed camera the coecient of restitutions of an average granule size
is found as;
e = 0:32 (bounce height  2cm and drop height=20cm) for granule-stainless steel
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impact.
e = 0:30 (bounce height  1.8cm and drop height=20cm) for granule-glass impact.
e = 0:17 (bounce height  0.6cm and drop height=20cm) for granule-granule impact.
An average coecient of restitution was found in order to use in model. Various
sizes of granules were used with 5 repetitions. The eect of rotation or spinning was
ignored.
5.3.4 Granule Surface roughness
1) Particle image analysis: Particle image was analyzed using high speed camera
(AOS, X{Motion, Switzerland) by drawing a perfect circle around the particle as
shown in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6: Surface asperity measurement by image analysis.
According to the calculations, an approximate surface asperity was found as;
ha  0:01D
2) Surface roughness device: The surface roughness device was used for a attish
surface of the granules. The results were found as 9 micron, 12 micron, 18 micron,
23 micron and 25 micron for dierent particle sizes. This makes the surface asperity
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to be,
ha  0:009D
As a result, the surface asperity was taken as;
ha = 0:01D (5.25)
Equation (5.25)is based on experimental measurements.
5.3.5 The Coalescence model
Particle size growth of granola in high shear mixer was modeled using viscous Stokes
number (St) and the corresponding critical Stokes number (St). Calculations were
carried out using D50 values as a representative particle size of the granola since D10
and D90 values broadly track D50 values for the system under investigation. The
amount of change in median granule size (D50) was considered to be a function of
Stokes and critical Stokes number (Ennis et al., 1991) which include certain physical
parameters of the system such as impeller speeds, binder addition rate and time.
Accordingly, the model has the following structure;
dD(t)
dt
= K(u)

Stv   Stv
Stv

(5.26)
or in discrete case;
D = D(t+t) D(t) = K(u)

Stv   Stv
Stv

t (5.27)
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where K(u) is a function of granule velocity. Stv and St

v have the following form
respectively (Ennis et al., 1991);
Stv =
4guD
9b
(5.28)
Stv =

1 +
1
e

ln

h
ha

(5.29)
where g is the granule density, u is the granule velocity, D is the granule diameter
(D50), b is the binder viscosity, e is the coecient of restitution for dry granules, h
is the binder thickness and ha is the granule surface asperity.
The function K(u) in equation (5.27) was found as;
K(u) = 8:5 10 5u (5.30)
Equation (5.30) was used for data tting of the model to the experimental results.
The open form of the equation (5.27) might be written as;
D = 8:5 10 5u
 
1 + 1
e

ln

h
ha

  4guD
9b 
1 + 1
e

ln

h
ha
 t (5.31)
Finally, the granule diameter, D, is calculated as;
D = D0 +D (5.32)
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5.4 Results and Discussion
The granola growth has been examined at three dierent impeller speeds; 150 rpm,
200 rpm and 300 rpm, at various binder addition rates; 0.22 g/s, 0.33 g/s and 0.65
g/s. Equation (5.27) was employed for the modelling median aggregate diameter of
these nine dierent cases.
The solution of equation (5.27) was carried out using numerical analysis. For the
necessary calculations of critical Stokes number, equations (5.23), (5.24) and (5.25)
were invoked into the equation (5.29), while equation (5.28) was used to nd the
Stokes number. The function K(u) which is a function of granule velocity (impeller
speed) in equation (5.27) was employed as a model coecient to minimize the dier-
ence between the experimental results and model estimation via a least squares error
technique. K(u) values for each impeller speed applied are shown in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: K(u) values at dierent impeller speeds.
K150 = 10:63 10 5
K200 = 14:45 10 5
K300 = 21:25 10 5
The results for median size (D50) of granola produced at 300 rpm at dierent binder
addition rates are displayed in Figure 5.7. Among the three binder addition rates, the
model correlates best with the experimental results for the case of 0.22 g/s binder
addition rate. The model estimates are over{predicted at the binder addition rate
of 0.33 g/s while its estimates are less than the experimental results at the 0.65 g/s
binder addition rate. As binder addition rate increases, the time required to ll in
intra-granular spaces decreases. This may help explain why when a relatively high
impeller speed is employed the actual rate of growth at the highest binder addition
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rate is signicantly higher than what the model predicts.
Comparisons of the growth model and the experimental results at 200 rpm at a binder
addition rates of 0.22 g/s, 0.33 g/s and 0.65 g/s are depicted in Figure 5.8. Although,
the overall agreement is reasonable, the model estimates more rapid growth than the
experimental results after 9 minutes of the process,but lower growth rates earlier in
the wet massing period.
The experimental and model results at 150 rpm at dierent binder addition rates are
shown in Figure 5.9. The model predicts the experimental results with a fair degree of
accuracy at the binder addition rates of 0.22 g/s and 0.33 g/s. However, the model
results diverge from the experimental results in a similar fashion to those at 200 rpm,
underpredicting in the early stages of wet massing and overpredicting after 9 minutes.
Aggregation of granola is a complex process due to the natural variation inherent in the
ingredients. There are ne particles (e.g. inulin, oat beta glucan) as well as large and
fragile particles (e.g. pued rice and corn akes). For that reason, it is dicult to get
the same results even if applying exactly same experimental parameters. In general,
the growth model reasonably tracks the experimental results at 6 and 9 minutes.
However, the agreement between the model predictions and the experimental results
becomes insucient at 12 minutes. Granules become more compact over time and
reduced levels of growth occurs. Whereas, in practice this steady state position
appears to be achieved much earlier from about 6 minutes. Moreover, the model
reaches its steady state position after approximately 15 minutes of wet massing time.
The consolidation mechanism, which occurs during the granulation process, isn't
considered in this model and this may be a reason for the dierence between the
model and the experimental results.
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Figure 5.7: Growth model vs experimental results at 300 rpm at 0.22 g/s, 0.33 g/s and
0.65 g/s binder addition rate. (Continuous line displays model results, points
are experimental data). Error bars represent standard deviations.
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Figure 5.8: Growth model vs experimental results at 200 rpm at 0.22 g/s, 0.33 g/s and
0.65 g/s binder addition rate. (Continuous line displays model results, points
are experimental data.)
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Figure 5.9: Growth model vs experimental results at 150 rpm at 0.22 g/s, 0.33 g/s and
0.65 g/s binder addition rate. (Continuous line displays model results, points
are experimental data.)
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In this chapter, a growth model based on physical properties for granola production
in a high shear mixer at dierent impeller speeds and at dierent binder addition
rates was developed. One key indicative particle property, namely the median particle
size, was chosen as the indicative output parameter for the model. The well-known
Stokes number criteria were used to predict particle coalescence in the mixer. The
model includes basic physical phenomena of the system such as impeller speed, binder
addition rate and coecient of restitution. Despite it is not valid for all the cases, the
granule growth was modelled to be directly proportional to the impeller speed and
the binder addition rate. On the contrary, the model is inversely proportional to the
binder viscosity and granule density.
Iveson and Litster (1998) dened two important types of growth behavior namely
steady growth and induction. Where steady growth prevails the average granule size
increases linearly in time. This occurs in systems in which the granules are weak
and easily deform. Increasing the binder content increases the rate of growth, but
produces weaker granules in nature. In general, steady growth occurs where particles
are relatively coarse and narrowly sized and when the viscosity of binder is low. Where
induction growth occurs, the period of growth is relatively long but stronger which
are less easily deformable result. Increasing the binder content generally decreases the
induction time. Induction growth occurs in systems where particles are ne with wide
particle size distribution and the binder is generally viscous. Figure 2.4 in Chapter
2 illustrates both steady growth and induction behavior as a function of granulation
time. In this work binder viscosity is high and the volume fraction of ne particles is
dominant. Therefore, the model results are consistent with the induction type growth
proposed by Iveson and Litster (1998).
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Chapter 6
Breakage during Pneumatic
Conveying; Products from High
Shear Granulation
This chapter will focus on the particle breakage of granola which occurs
during pneumatic conveying. After a brief introduction, materials and meth-
ods will be introduced. Thereafter, a breakage model describing the change
in particle size incorporating physical phenomena based on particle motion
within a conveying rig will be developed. Then, results obtained from both
model and experimentation will be compared and discussed in the results and
discussion section. Finally, conclusions of the work undertaken in this chapter
will be provided.
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Pneumatic conveying is widely used in food processing and other process and chem-
ical engineering applications. Particles are usually transported along a pipe system
by compressed air though compressed nitrogen may be used when there is a risk of
explosion. Particle breakage can be a problem during conveying, particularly if the
particles involved are granular and/or friable. In general terms two breakage mech-
anisms for dry granules have been proposed; rstly erosion or attrition and secondly
fracture or fragmentation (Iveson et al., 2001). Where erosion is the dominant break-
age mechanism there results one large fragment of size close to the parent aggregate
and a number of smaller ne particles. Where breakage is by fracture, this results
in the production of a number of smaller fragments. In addition, the fracture type
of breakage is divided into two modes; cleavage, in which parent particles break into
a small number of fragments of similar size and shattering which results in many
fragments over a wide range of sizes (Redner, 1990). Particle breakage is usually
considered an undesirable process since it can result in reduction in particle size, in
changes to the particle size distribution, dust generation and handling and storage
problems which may cause the particles to not satisfy the requirement specications
any longer (Salman et al., 2003).
6.2 Materials and Methods
The aggregation of the granola ingredients (Chapter 1, Table 1.1) took place in the
high shear mixer subject to impeller agitation at 150 rpm, 200 rpm and 300 rpm for
6, 9 and 12 minutes with binder ow rates of 0.22 g/sec, 0.33 g/sec and 0.65 g/sec.
The aggregates were then baked in an oven for 10 minutes at 160o.
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The pneumatic conveying rig comprised a horizontal pipe of internal diameter 25 mm
with dierent bend congurations (straight pipe, two 45o bend and 90o bend)(Fig. 6.1).
The outer diameter of the large Perspex pipeline is 33.5 mm, giving a wall thickness of
4.25 mm. All sections of pipeline are made of transparent PMMA (Perspex), so that
granola breakage and ow behaviour can be observed. The particle size distribution
of the granola was measured after passage through the each rig conguration at each
air pressure for various numbers of cycles.
A straight pipe was used as the rst conveying rig. The straight pipeline has 1.3 m
length horizontal axis and 25 mm internal diameter (Figure 6.2). Air is supplied by a
compressor and regulated to deliver pressures of 200 kPa, 300 kPa and 400 kPa. The
granola is fed into the apparatus by hand at the location indicated on the diagram.
A soft, ne-mesh piece of cloth is used to capture the granola at the end of the rig
for measurement of its particle size distribution.
A rig comprising two 45o bends, comprised of an initial section 0.7 m long and two
short sections of 0.30 m length with the same internal diameter of 25 mm was also
employed (Figure 6.3). The granola is fed into the apparatus by hand at the location
indicated on the diagram. A soft, ne-mesh piece of fabric is used to capture the
granola at the end of the rig for measurement of its particle size distribution.
Finally, a 90o bend conveying rig was used for propelling the granola. The initial
section of the pipeline is 1 m long and a short 0.30 m length of pipeline with the
same diameter as the initial section was attached to the 90o bend (Figure 6.4).For
each of the conguration average air ow velocities of 23ms 1, 34ms 1 and 42ms 1
were used. These correspond to applied compressed air pressures of 200 kPa, 300
kPa and 400 kPa respectively. Velocities didn't vary greatly between congurations
due to the relatively large pipe diameter used. The granola is fed into the apparatus
by hand at the location indicated on the diagram. A soft, ne-mesh piece of fabric is
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(a) A straight pipe rig
(b) A rig comprising two 45o bends
(c) A rig comprising one 90o bend
Figure 6.1: Photograph of the pneumatic conveying rigs used in this work.
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Figure 6.2: A schematic diagram of the straight pipeline used for pneumatic conveying of
granola.
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Figure 6.3: A schematic diagram of the two 45o bend pipeline used for pneumatic con-
veying of granola.
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used to capture the granola at the end of the rig for measurement of its particle size
distribution.
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Figure 6.4: A schematic diagram of the 90o bend pipeline used for pneumatic conveying
of granola.
Moreover, the transparent PMMA (Perspex) pipeline enabled observation of the
breakage behaviour of particles. Particle conveying through the pipeline was observed
using a high speed camera (AOS, X-Motion, Switzerland) and visual inspection of
particle ows appeared to suggest the type of breakage mechanism present.
A Camsizer (Retsch, Haan, Germany) digital image analyzer was used for measuring
particle size distributions of the resultant granola before and after passage through
a conveying rig where aggregates are transferred by compressed air at a number of
dierent ow rates and for a number of passes. Since the granules produced in this
work were very dense, possible breakage occurring during vibratory conveying on the
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Camsizer tray was ignored.
6.3 Breakage Model
The pneumatic conveying rig comprised a horizontal pipe of internal diameter 25 mm
with various bend congurations (straight pipe, two 45o bends and a 90o bend). As
already mentioned, runs were carried out by applying compressed air pressures of
200 kPa, 300 kPa and 400 kPa which resulted in air ow velocities of 23 ms 1,
34 ms 1 and 42 ms 1 respectively. The particle size distribution of the granola was
measured after passage through the each rig conguration at each air pressure for
various numbers of cycles.
As a means of designing the breakage model, particle motion during pneumatic con-
veying rig was observed initially and then breakage rate of particles was dened as a
function of dierent pipe congurations and various applied air velocities.
6.3.1 Single particle motion in pneumatic conveying
Single particle motion was examined to determine the particle impact velocity during
pneumatic conveying. Figure 6.5 represents a free body diagram of a particle in the
rig. The main force acting on the particle in the horizontal direction in the pneumatic
conveying rig is drag force (Fd) as the air surrounding the solid particle produces a
drag force of the moving particle. The horizontal velocity of the particle thus changes
due to the air drag force; Fd. The net force acting on the particle equals the air drag
force;
Fd = Fnet (6.1)
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The magnitude and the direction of the drag force are dependent on the relative
velocity of the particle with respect to the ambient uid. The drag force is described
as;
Fd =  cT (up   ua)jup   uaj (6.2)
where cT is the turbulent drag factor, up is the particle velocity and ua is air velocity.
The absolute sign is necessary to ensure the correct direction of the drag force. The
terminal velocity of the particle cannot be bigger than the air velocity and hence the
maximum velocity that the particle attains equals the air velocity;
uT = ua (6.3)

 
Figure 6.5: A free body diagram showing particle motion in the pneumatic conveying rig.
Since particle velocity is less than or equal to air velocity, equation (6.2) can be
re-written;
Fd = cT (ua   up)2 (6.4)
The value of cT can be found according to the following expression (Rhodes, 2008);
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cT = 0:5CdaAp (6.5)
where Cd is drag coecient a is air density and Ap is cross-sectional area of the
particle.
The drag coecient is solely dened by the Reynolds number. In the literature there
are several formulae used to estimate drag coecient. A commonly used relation
which is valid for Reynolds number less than 2105 is given as (Turton and Levenspiel,
1986);
Cd =
24
Re
 
1 + 0:173Re0:657

+
0:413
1 + 16300Re 1:09
(6.6)
Reynolds number can be calculated according to the following equation;
Rep =
dUa
a
(6.7)
where
d is diameter of the particle, U is relative velocity, is uid density, and is dynamic
viscosity of air. Parameters used in evaluation of Reynolds number is given in Ta-
ble 6.1. The representative diameter d is chosen as the average median size (D50)
prior to conveying. The other parameters in Table 6.1 represent standard values for
the conditions applied.
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Table 6.1: Parameters used in evaluation of Reynolds number.
d 5 10 3m
U jua   upjm=s
a 1:2kgm
 3
a 1:85 10 5Pa:s
If 2105 > Rep > 500 then the particle is in the Newton's law region and Cd = 0:44
(Rhodes, 2008). If for example a particle diameter of 0.5 cm is chosen (typical of
particles studies in this work) then the average particle area, Ap = D
2=4 and for
this particle cT can be written as;
cT = 0:066D
2 (6.8)
On the other hand, equation (6.4) can be written as;
m
dup
dt
= cT (ua   up)2 (6.9)
The solution of (6.9) can be displayed as follows;
dup
(ua   up)2 =
cT
m
dt (6.10)
Integrating equation (6.9) gives;
1
ua   up =
cT
m
t+ k (6.11)
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where k is a constant. Thus;
up = ua   m
cT t+ km
(6.12)
By applying the following initial condition;
upjt=0 = 0 (6.13)
the constant k is found to be k = 1=ua. Thus, equation (6.12) has the following
form;
up = ua   uam
uacT t+m
(6.14)
Assuming that particles are spherical and of broadly homogenous density, the mass
term, m, in equation (6.14) can be written in terms of particle density, p, and
diameter D as follows;
up = ua   ua(pD
3=6)
uacT t+ (pD3=6)
(6.15)
By invoking (6.8), equation (6.15) will have the following form;
up = ua   uapD
0:396uat+ pD
(6.16)
The displacement of the particle along the long section of the pipe (up to the bend)
is formulated as follows;
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y(t) =
Z
up(t)dt (6.17)
which yields,
y(t) = uat  2:525 pD ln (0:396uat+ pD) +K (6.18)
where K is a constant. By applying the initial condition for the displacement;
y(t)jt=0 = 0 (6.19)
the constant K is found as;
K = 2:525p D ln(p D) (6.20)
Thus, the displacement of the particle within the pipe has the following form;
y(t) = uat  2:525 pD ln (0:396uat+ pD) + 2:525p D ln(p D) (6.21)
6.3.2 Particle impact breakage
Particle size measurements of the granola were carried out using a Camsizer (Retsch,
Haan, Germany) digital image analyzer before and after passage through the con-
veying rig. D10, D50 and D90 particle sizes were obtained as well as particle size
distributions. In this study, the calculations were carried out using D50 values as a
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representative particle size of the granola since D10 and D90 values broadly track D50
values for the system under investigation and D50 is represented as D. Each of the
cycles (a single passage through the conveying rig) was considered as a time step  ;
particles were conveyed a number of times (cycles) through the rig. Henceforth in this
discussion for the purpose of normalizing the particle size, the change in particle size
after each cycle was divided by the initial particle size. Breakage rate of the particles
was obtained by dividing the normalized particle size change by time step dierence;
b =
Di  D
Di
(6.22)
The breakage model is considered to be a function of particle impact force and the
force required to cause breakage of the particle (the threshold particle breakage force).
The particle impact force, Fi is a function of impact velocity and particle mass.
The threshold force required to break the particle is related to particle hardness and
hence in the case of the granola aggregates produced in the high shear granulator, to
agitation impeller speed. That is,
Fi = Cmvi (6.23)
and
FH / w (6.24)
where C is a coecient, vi is impact velocity and w is the impeller agitation. Please
note that (6.24) is not always true. The relationship between the impeller speed and
strength of the granules depends on the range of the impeller speed among other
factors.
The impact velocity was calculated using equations (6.17) and (6.21) for three dif-
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ferent air ow velocities of 23 ms 1, 34 ms 1 and 42 ms 1. The results are given
in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Air ow velocities and corresponding particle impact velocity.
Applied air pressure Air ow velocity Impact velocity
200 kpa 23 ms 1 7:5 ms 1
300 kpa 34 ms 1 11:2 ms 1
400 kpa 42 ms 1 13:7 ms 1
An analysis of these results reveals that the particle impact velocity is roughly one
third of the applied air velocity. i.e.,
vi  ua
3
(6.25)
On the other hand, the relationship between the hardness of the granola produced
at dierent impeller agitation is displayed in Figure 6.6. According to this gure, the
hardness of granola increases with an increase in impeller agitation speed.
Accordingly, granola hardness may be considered to be an exponential function of
impeller agitation speed. Thus, the threshold particle breakage force is dened as;
FH = c1 exp(c2w) (6.26)
where c1 and c2 are constants.
Moreover, the magnitude of impact force is related to the impact angle in the con-
veying rig. Salman et al. (2002) dened a relationship between impact velocity and
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Figure 6.6: Relationship between granola hardness and impeller rotation.
unbroken particles as a function of two parameter cumulative Weilbull distribution.
N0 = 100e
 
 
i
c
m
(6.27)
where i is the impact velocity and c and m are curve tting parameters. The
parameter m is found almost constant and the parameter c is found to vary with
impact angles. From this point of view, in order to avoid an insignicant eect by
the straight pipe conguration (0o bend) on particle breakage, the impact angle was
dened in the form of a Cauchy distribution. This will allow that an increase in
impact angle will result in an increase in breakage force. It describes the distribution
of random angle between the vertical axis and a tilted line segment. The cumulative
distribution function of Cauchy distribution has the following form;
1

arctan

   0


+
1
2
(6.28)
where  is the impact angle, 0 > 0 is the location parameter and  > 0 is the scale
parameter of the distribution. The larger the angle that particle hits the wall the
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more force transferred. That is,
Fi 

1

arctan

   0


+
1
2

(6.29)
As a result, a proposed breakage model which denes the breakage rate of granola
during pneumatic conveying as a function of its shear history during formation (in the
high shear granulator) has the following form;
b =
K1Fi 
h
1

arctan

 0


+ 1
2
i
  FH
(FH)n
(6.30)
where K1 and n are proportionality coecients.
Equation (7.6) was used for the experimental calculations. On the other hand, equa-
tion (6.30) was the main equation of the breakage model developed in this Chapter.
6.4 Results and Discussion
Breakage of granola has been studied at three dierent geometries namely, a straight
pipeline (0o), a pipeline with two 45o bends and a pipeline with one 90o bend. Three
dierent air pressures were applied to each conguration; 23 ms 1, 34 ms 1 and
42 ms 1. The aggregated granola was produced subject to impeller agitation at 150
rpm, 200 rpm and 300 rpm for 6, 9 and 12 minutes with binder mass ow rates of 0.22
g/sec, 0.33 g/sec and 0.65 g/sec. The eects of ow geometry, applied air pressures
and agitation history on breakage rate will be examined in turn. Equation (6.30) was
employed for the modelling of granola breakage during pneumatic conveying.
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6.4.1 Eect of applied air pressure
The eect of applied air pressures on breakage rate of the granola is displayed in
Figure 6.7. Breakage rate is expressed in terms of the ratio dierence between the
median size at cycle  (D50()) and the initial median size (D50(0)) to the initial
median size per unit cycle as per equation (6.31). b() is therefore dimensionless. The
breakage rates shown are for granules produced at 0.33 g/s binder addition rate for
9 minutes subject to impeller agitation at 300 rpm. In general, overall the breakage
rates are low; a maximum value was obtained of about 0.05 after the rst cycle.
The breakage rates decrease sharply after the rst ve cycles. After 10th cycle, the
breakage rate appears to approach a limiting rate about 0.01. This suggests that
weak particles are broken during initial cycles leaving a stronger core which remains
intact over the course of the 20 cycle regime.
b() =
D50(0) D50()
D50(0)
(6.31)
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Figure 6.7: Breakage rates for dierent applied air pressures at three ow geometries.
Granules produced at a 0.33 g/s binder addition rate for 9 minutes subject to
impeller agitation at 300 rpm.
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6.4.2 Eect of ow geometry
The eect of ow geometry on breakage rate is displayed in Figure 6.8. The breakage
rates of granules produced at 0.33 g/s binder addition rate for 9 minutes subject to
impeller agitation at 300 rpm are shown. In Figure 6.8, it is seen that more breakage
occurred in the 90o bend conguration than that which obtained in the 45o bend
pipe and the straight pipe for all applied air pressures. As might be expected the
overall breakage rate obtained in the straight pipe was the smallest. This implies
that the breakage rate has positive dependency on the impact angle. That is, the
breakage rate increases with increasing bend angle. This is consistent with the results
presented by previous researchers (Kalman, 1999; Salman et al., 2002). In addition
to this, less breakage occurs at the 45o bend conguration than the 90o bend. This
might indicate that a minimum threshold force is required for breakage as the particle
impacts with the pipe wall.
When the applied pressure was increased, the dierence between the breakage rates
at various impact angles was reduced. This result shows that if the applied pressure
is high enough, this could become the dominant factor aecting the breakage rate
during the pneumatic conveying.
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Figure 6.8: Breakage rates for dierent ow geometries at air pressures of 2 bar, 3 bar
and 4 bar. Granules produced at 0.33 g/s binder addition rate for 9 minutes
subject to impeller agitation at 300 rpm.
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6.4.3 Eect of agitation intensity
The eect of agitation intensity on breakage rate is shown in Figure 6.9. In this case,
breakage rates were obtained from granules produced at 0.33 g/s binder addition rate
for 12 minutes. Granules produced at 300 rpm have the lowest breakage rates while
granules produced at 150 rpm have the highest breakage rates. This eect clearly
demonstrates the importance of shear history (during granule production) on breakage
rates during subsequent processing. This is because of the fact that granules become
denser and stronger with increased applied shear force. Additionally, the breakage
rates were almost constant for the granola produced at 300 rpm at the straight and
45o bend pipe lines. This may suggest the existence of a threshold applied shear rate
during production for given subsequent processing conguration and applied pressures,
which result in strong particles with constantly low levels of breakage.
6.4.4 Eect of particle size prole
The relationship between the breakage rate and the particle size in the 90o bend for
2, 3 and 4 bar air pressures are depicted in Figure 6.10. D90 represents the top ten
percentile of aggregate sizes while D50 represents the median sizes and D10 represents
the smallest ten percentile. Figure 6.10 shows that the breakage rates increases con-
sistently across the particle sizes with increasing air pressures. However, an increased
level of breakage was observed for small particles (nes) as demonstrated by the D10
at the highest applied pressure. Indeed, the magnitudes of the experimentally ob-
tained breakage are very close to each other for all size classes at applied air pressure
of 4 bar (Figure 6.10c). The eect of increased air pressure (see Figure 6.7) is more
dominant than the eect of any other parameter examined such as rig congurations.
It also suggests that there may be a limiting applied velocity which might be applied
in order to prevent the emergence of a large number of unwanted nes.
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Figure 6.9: Breakage rates for granules produced at dierent impeller speeds at various
ow geometries. Granules produced at 0.33 g/s binder addition rate for 12
minutes.
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Figure 6.10: Breakage rates for dierent particle sizes at various applied air pressures in
900 pipeline.
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6.4.5 Model results
Equation (6.30) was used to model the breakage rate in the pneumatic conveying
rig. The proportionality coecients were estimated by minimizing the error between
predicted and experimental breakage rate applying to the full data set of high shear
granulations The constant coecients were found to be c1 = 25, c2 = 0:007, C =
7  109, K1 = 5  10 5 and n = 0:5. The particle velocity was obtained using
equations (6.17) and (6.21) for a number of air velocity and various rig congurations.
Figure 6.11 displays particle velocity during the 90o bend pipeline for dierent air ow
velocities. The impact velocity at 90o bend is below 10 ms 1 at 23 ms 1 air ow
velocity while its value approaches to 15 ms 1 at 42 ms 1 air ow velocity. The
particle leaves the pipeline with a velocity of 4:7 ms 1 at the lowest air ow velocity,
and 8 ms 1 at the highest air velocity.
Figure 6.12 exhibits particle velocity in the two 45o bend pipeline for dierent air ow
velocities. In this conguration, particles hit the rst bend at a velocity of 7 ms 1,
then they hit the second bend at a velocity of 5 ms 1, and leave from the pipe at a
velocity of 4:7 ms 1 at the lowest applied air velocity. Particles reach a velocity of
12 ms 1 at the rst bend, 6 ms 1 at the second bend, and leave from the pipe at a
velocity of 5:7 ms 1 at the highest applied air velocity.
Figure 6.13 shows particle velocity during the straight pipeline for dierent air ow
velocities. In this case, particles leave from the pipeline at a velocity of 9 ms 1 at 23
ms 1 air ow velocity, at a velocity of 13 ms 1 at 34 ms 1 air ow velocity, and at
a velocity of 15 ms 1 at 42 ms 1 air ow velocity.
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Figure 6.11: Particle velocity at various applied air pressures in a 900 bend pipeline.
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Figure 6.12: Particle velocity at various applied air pressures in the two 450 bend pipeline.
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Figure 6.13: Particle velocity at various applied air pressures in the straight pipeline.
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The model results obtained from equation (6.30) were compared with the experimen-
tal results. Figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 show the comparison of the model with the
experimental results for three dierent air ow velocities at 90o bend pipeline, two
45o bend pipeline and straight pipeline respectively. Figures 6.14 and 6.15 exhibit
good overall agreement between the model and the experimental results. Although
the model overpredicts the experimental results for the congurations with bends
(Figures 6.14 and 6.15), it tends to underpredict the breakage rate in the straight
pipe (Figure 6.16). However, after about 10 cycles in the straight pipe there tends
to better agreement.
The model in this work was also employed to particles with dierent shear histories
(during granule production). It was tested on granules produced at dierent agitation
intensity; 150 rpm, 200 rpm and 300 rpm. Results obtained from the model and
experimentation are compared in Figure 6.17. The model overpredicts breakage rates
at 150 rpm (Figure 6.17a) and 200 rpm (Figure 6.17b) and underpredicts initial
breakage rates at 300 rpm (Figure 6.17c).
In general, the model estimates a greater rate of breakage than experimental results.
A possible reason for this is that the breakage model may not be able to either
measure or predict the impact of various parameters such as hardness and impact
forces due to large and natural variations in the complex system that is the granola
manufacturing process. Moreover, the granule produced in the high shear mixer is
dense and the breakage mostly occurs via attrition which results in the formation
of very small particles and nes. During pneumatic conveying, these smaller dusty
particles are lost in the collecting cloth at the end of the rig. Granola samples were
weighed before and after each conveying cycle, and according to obtained data the
average loss of nes is 1% (w:w). Therefore, this loss decreases the experimentally
measured breakage rate and it becomes lower than its exact value.
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Figure 6.14: Particle breakage rate at various applied air pressures at 90o pipeline for 300
rpm. (Continuous line displays model results, points are experimental data.)
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Figure 6.15: Particle breakage rate at various applied air pressures at two 45o pipeline for
300 rpm. (Continuous line displays model results, points are experimental
data.)
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Figure 6.16: Particle breakage rate at various applied air pressures at straight (0o bend)
pipeline for 300 rpm. (Continuous line displays model results, points are
experimental data.)
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Figure 6.17: Particle breakage rate at 42 ms 1 applied air pressures at 90o pipeline for
150 rpm, 200 rpm and 300 rpm. (Continuous line displays model results,
points are experimental data.)
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Statistical analysis of the results has been undertaken. Fractional errors between
model predictions and experimentally obtained data were also evaluated. Fractional
errors were calculated by the ratio of the absolute dierence between the expected
D50 size and the experimentally measured D50 size to the experimentally measured
D50 size at a number of cycles;
Fractional error =
jExpected D50 size   Experimental D50 sizej
Experimental D50 size
(6.32)
The resultant values are given in Table 6.3 and Table 6.4.
Table 6.3: Fractional errors between predicted and experimental D50 sizes for 300 rpm at
90o bend pipeline at various air ow velocities.
Fractional errors
Cycle 2 bar 3 bar 4 bar
1 0.001 0.007 0.005
5 0.038 0.036 0.046
10 0.075 0.073 0.089
20 0.100 0.104 0.126
Table 6.4: Fractional errors between predicted and experimental D50 sizes at 42 ms 1 at
90o bend pipeline at various agitation intensities.
Fractional errors
Cycle 150 rpm 200 rpm 300 rpm
1 0.058 0.013 0.005
5 0.112 0.099 0.046
10 0.134 0.123 0.089
20 0.140 0.138 0.126
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6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the breakage of the granola during the pneumatic conveying has
been examined. It was observed that the breakage rate of the particles depends
on the ow geometry, air ow rate and the particle size. Moreover, it was also
shown that the aggregate production history can signicantly aect the breakage
rate. Applied impeller shear rate (agitation intensity) during high shear granulation
is seen as particularly important in this regard and there appears to be an agitation
threshold above which hard strong granules are formed which exhibit little breakage
during subsequent processing. The highest breakage rate observed at the 90o bend
pipeline geometry at 4 bar applied air pressure with the granola produced at the lowest
impeller speed which is 150 rpm.
On the other hand, aggregates produced at low agitation intensities tend to exhibit
a higher degree of friability and conveying conditions assume signicantly greater
importance.
A simple physical based model is derived to predict the particle breakage rates at
various applied air velocities using a number of pipe congurations, taking into ac-
count shear histories. The proposed model allows the prediction of breakage rates for
the D50 (median size) particle size as a representative size class of the whole particle
size distribution. A more comprehensive model, which will be based on both physical
phenomenon and the randomness that might be observed in this type of particulate
process, will be developed in chapter 8.
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Chapter 7
Breakage During Pneumatic
Conveying; Products from Fluidised
Bed Granulation
This chapter is dedicated to the particle breakage of granola during pneumatic
conveying for granules produced in a uidised bed granulator. Firstly, an
introduction to uidised bed granulation will be provided. Secondly, materials
and methods will be outlined. Then, a breakage model describing the change
in particle size incorporating physical phenomena based on the particle motion
during conveying rig will be proposed. Finally, results and discussion will be
presented and conclusions will be drawn.
7.1 Introduction
Fluidised bed processing has been used in the industry since the 1950s. It was originally
designed as a process for drying pharmaceutical granules (Wurster, 1950). The rst
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research studies on uidised beds trace back to the 1960s (Banks and Aulton, 1991).
Over the years, uid bed processing has become an important means of particle size
enlargement particularly in industries concerned with pharmaceuticals, detergents,
fertilisers, and food. It has also important applications such as granulation, drying,
coating, and layering. Fluidised bed systems operate through agitation of the particles
in a bed using upward gas ow at an appropriate rate. The uidisation behaviour of
the particles as a result of upward gas ow can be aected by combination of several
forces including drag force, natural force of gravity, buoyancy, van der Waals, capillary
and electrostatic forces. However, if the particle size is greater than 100m and the
particle density is three orders of magnitude bigger than gas density, gravity and drag
forces are the principal factors in determining particle motion in the bed (Seville et al.,
1997). Additionally, particle-particle and particle to (equipment) wall collisions may
have important eects on the uidisation (Li and Mason, 2002).
7.1.1 Granulation
Some common reasons for granulation include;
 To prevent segregation of well mixed powders
 To improve owability
 To avoid cake formation during storage
In uidised bed granulation, powder particles are uidised by gas (typically air) ow
in the bed. Particles move in the bed as a result of the forces by air ow and gravity.
There are particle-particle and particle-wall collisions in the uidised bed. A liquid
binder is then injected into bed via a nozzle or nozzles. Depending on the position of
the spraying nozzle there are three dierent types of uidised bed granulation;
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1. Top spray granulation
2. Bottom spray granulation
3. Tangential spray granulation
Because of the sprayed binder, particles in the bed become wet and sticky over time.
After the required amount of binder has been added, the spray nozzle is turned o,
though the uidizing remains on to eect granule drying.
Top-spray method is more commonly employed in the food industry when compared
to bottom-spray and tangential-spray due to its high versatility, relatively high batch
size, and relative simplicity (Dewettinck, 1997).
The main advantage of uidised bed granulation is that the granulation process steps
of wetting, agglomeration, and drying occur in just one unit. This obviously decreases
process costs and time for the process as well as providing for increased containment
of potentially hazardous materials. Another advantage is that once the optimized
parameters of the granulation process are achieved, good reproducibility can be ob-
tained. On the other hand, a principal drawback of uidised bed granulators is that
nding optimized parameters can be quite dicult since there are many parameters
which aect granule properties throughout the process.
7.2 Materials and Methods
7.2.1 Granola formation in the uidised bed
Granola was produced in a uidised bed granulator (Mini-Airpro, ProcepT, Belgium)
as shown in Figure 7.1 and the corresponding schematic drawing displayed in Fig-
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ure 7.2. The uidized bed granulator has a glass container with the lower portion
being conical in shape and a cylindrical upper portion. The whole container is 0:73 m
in height while the upper cylindrical portion has an inner diameter of 0:2 m and is
0:28 m in height. Spray from the nozzle is in a downward direction, counter current
to the uidising air ow. The granules are produced in the process column by spray-
ing the binder solution from the top in counter current air ow and under pressure
conditions. A pulsed back system is used for cleaning lters. The uidising air was
rst preheated to 80o C by an electrical heater and its ow rate (set at 0:95 m3=min)
was subsequently measured before entering the bed. The monitoring of the bed tem-
perature was achieved by controlling the inlet uidising air temperature and regular
monitoring of outlet air temperature.
The composition of the granola includes oat akes, corn akes, pued rice, malted
buckwheat, malted barley, brown sugar, oat beta glucan and wheat germ. A honey-
water mixture (85:15) was used as a binding agent. A more detailed description of
the ingredients is displayed in Table 1.1 of Chapter 1. The ingredients were placed
in the unit and were uidised and mixed using air at a ow rate of 0:95 m3=min
for 5 min. These conditions were maintained during subsequent binder addition and
drying stages. Afterwards the binder solution was sprayed onto the uidised bed
using a peristaltic pump (adjustable for various desired spray ow rates). The binder
is drawn up by peristaltic pump from a reservoir, positioned on a balance and through
a spray nozzle. The binder ow rate is controlled by the pump speed and is monitored
via the continuous recording of reservoir weight. Three peristaltic pump speeds of
5, 10 and 15 rpm were used resulting in binder ow rates of 0:4, 0:8 and 1:2 g=s
respectively. This corresponded with binder addition times of 46 s, 23 s and 15 s
respectively. Nozzle air pressure of 2, 3 and 4 bar were used. Nozzle pressure aects
binder droplet size emanating from the nozzle. Spraying was continued until all the
binder solution was used. The granola was then dried on an oven at 160o C for 10
minutes.
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A Camsizer digital image analyzer (Retsch, Haan, Germany) was used for measuring
particle size distributions and aggregate relative density.
Figure 7.1: Laboratory scale of the uidised bed granulator.
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Figure 7.2: A schematic diagram of the uidised bed granulator.
Table 7.1: Geometry of the high shear mixer.
Component size
Impeller depth 17 cm
Impeller blade width 2:5 cm
Impeller blade inclination 45o
Impeller blade length 8 cm
Bowl diameter 17 cm
Bowl depth 18 cm
Chopper depth 14:5 cm
Textural properties of samples were measured using a TA-XT2i texture analyzer (Sta-
ble Microsystems Ltd, Godalming, UK) equipped with an SMS P/75 compression
platen (d = 75 mm) and a 50 kg load cell. A at-ended cylindrical stainless steel
plate having 75 mm diameter was used for compression. The sample was placed
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on the lower plate of the instrument and the at-ended cylindrical plate that moved
downwards until it reaches a distance of 15 mm at a constant speed of 1:0 mms 1.
Each sample was measured in 5 replicates. During the test run, the resistance of the
sample was recorded and plotted on a force (N) versus distance (mm). The hardness
and crispness of granola were measured.
7.2.2 Conveying of granola products
The aggregation of the granola ingredients (Chapter 1, Table 1.2) took place in the
uidised bed granulator subject to three peristaltic pump speeds of 5, 10 and 15 rpm
resulting in binder ow rates of 0:4, 0:8 and 1:2 g=s respectively. Nozzle air pressure
of 2, 3 and 4 bar were used. The aggregates were then baked in an oven for 10
minutes at 160o.
The granola were then conveyed via a pneumatic conveying rig comprising a horizontal
pipe of internal diameter 25 mm with dierent bend congurations (straight pipe,
two 45o bends and a 90o bend were employed)(Chapter 6, Figure 6.1). All sections
of the pipeline are made of transparent PMMA (Perspex), so that granola breakage
and ow behaviour can be observed. The outer diameter of the pipeline is 33:5 mm,
giving a wall thickness of 4:25 mm. The particle size distribution of the granola
was measured after passage through each rig conguration at each air pressure for
repeative numbers of cycles.
The straight pipeline has 1:3 m length horizontal axis and 25 mm internal diameter
(Chapter 6, Figure 6.2). A rig comprising two 45o bends, comprised of an initial
section 0:7 m long and two short sections of 0:30 m length with the same internal
diameter of 25 mm was also employed (Chapter 6, Figure 6.3). Finally, a 90o bend
conveying rig was used for propelling the granola. The initial section of the pipeline is
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1 m long and a short 0:30 m length of pipeline with the same diameter as the initial
section was attached to the 90o bend (Chapter 6, Figure 6.4).
Air is supplied by a compressor and regulated to deliver a pressure of 400 kPa. This
resulted in a typical air velocity of about 42 ms 1 for each of the congurations. The
granola is fed into the apparatus by hand at the location indicated on the diagram.
A soft, ne-mesh piece of cloth is used to capture the granola at the end of the rig
for measurement of its particle size distribution.
The transparent PMMA (Perspex) pipeline enabled observation of the breakage be-
haviour of particles. Particle conveying through the pipeline was observed using a
high speed camera (AOS, X-Motion, Switzerland) and visual inspection of particle
ows appeared to suggest the type of breakage mechanism present.
A Camsizer (Retsch, Haan, Germany) digital image analyzer was used for measuring
particle size distributions of the resultant granola before and after passage through
a conveying rig where aggregates are transferred by compressed air for a number of
passes (1, 5, 10 and 20 cycles).
7.3 Aggregation and Breakage in Fluidized Bed
Granulation
7.3.1 Aggregation mechanism
The possible rate processes occurring in uidised bed granulation dened by Snow
et al. (1997b) are;
1. Wetting and nucleation
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2. Consolidation and growth
3. Breakage
On the other hand, Tan et al. (2006a) have explained the rate processes occurring in
uidised bed melt granulation as being a combination of aggregation, binder solidi-
cation and breakage processes.
A series of papers have been published to study the inuence of operating condi-
tions on the kinetics of uidised bed melt granulation (Tan et al., 2004b, 2005a,b,
2006a,b). In their rst series they identied the rate processes responsible for the
net growth in granule size in a top-sprayed uidised bed granulator. They proposed a
sequence of events based on these rate processes (Tan et al., 2006a). In the second
series, incorporating the equipartition of kinetic energy (EKE) kernel into a population
balance model, they extracted the eective aggregation rate constant that accounts
for the net granule growth for uidised bed melt granulation experiments (Tan et al.,
2006b). In the third series they developed and veried tracer experiments (Tan et al.,
2005a) while they developed and veried a suitable breakage model to describe the
breakage kinetics in uidised bed melt granulation by means of population balance
modelling (Tan et al., 2004b). Finally in the last series they worked on simultaneous
modelling of aggregation and breakage in uidised bed melt granulation (Tan et al.,
2005b).
Panda et al. (2001) studied the inuence of process parameters, drying conditions,
impact velocities and physical properties of sprayed solutions on the kinetics of gran-
ulation and on the morphology of the end product. They carried out the granulation
process on a single spherical particle.
The dynamic contact angle of binder drop on the powder is one of the important
factors aecting the wetting kinetics. Partt (1986) derived a the dynamic height of
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rise of binder by ignoring gravity and considering the powder consisting of capillaries
of radius R as;
h =
shRlvcos
2
i
t (7.1)
where lvcos is the adhesion tension (lv:liquid-vapor interfacial energy, :contact
angle), t is time and  is binder viscosity.
In another approach, Ennis et al. (1991) assumed that coalescence between granules
occurs if the surfaces of granules are surrounded by a liquid to bind them. They found
that successful coalescence occurs when the collisional kinetic energy was completely
dissipated by viscous dissipation in the binder and elastic losses in the solid. On
this basis, they derived a viscous Stokes number (Stvis) and a critical viscous Stokes
number (Stvis).
Iveson and Litster (1998) dened two important types of growth behavior namely
steady growth and induction. Where steady growth prevails the average granule size
increases linearly with time. This occurs in systems where granules are weak and
easily deform. Increasing the binder content increases the rate of growth, but pro-
duces weaker granules in nature. In general, steady growth occurs where particles are
relatively coarse and narrowly sized and when the viscosity of binder is low. Where
induction growth occurs, the period of growth is relatively long but stronger gran-
ules which are less easily deformable result. Increasing the binder content generally
decreases the induction time. Induction growth occurs in systems where particles are
ne with wide particle size distribution and the binder is generally viscous.
7.3.2 Breakage mechanism
In general, two breakage mechanisms can be dened; rstly erosion or attrition and
secondly fracture or fragmentation (Iveson et al., 2001). Where erosion is the domi-
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nant breakage mechanism, there results one large fragment of size close to the parent
aggregate and a number of smaller ne particles. Where breakage is by fracture, this
results in the production of a few smaller fragments. In addition, the fracture type
of breakage is divided into two modes; cleavage in which parent particles break into
a small number of fragments of similar size and shattering which results in many
fragments of a wide range of sizes (Redner, 1990).
Yuregir et al. (1987) dened the fragmentation rate of organic and inorganic crystals
as;
V  H
K2c
u2a (7.2)
where a is the crystal length,  is the crystal density and u is impact velocity.
On the other hand, Iveson and Litster (1998) dened the granule impact deformation
as a function of granule rheology and agitation intensity. The amount of impact
deformation was characterized by the Stokes deformation number;
Stdef =
gU
2
c
2Yg
(7.3)
where Uc is the collision velocity in the granulator and represents the process intensity,
g is the granule density and Yg is the dynamic yield stress. The deformation number
is a measure of the ratio of impact kinetic energy to the plastic energy absorbed per
unit strain. The proposed granule growth behavior as a function of pore saturation
and deformation number on a regime map is shown in Figure 2.5, Chapter 2. Particles
either remain as a dry free-owing powder or form nuclei at very low smax. A few
larger granules which are too weak to form permanent granules will form a crumb
material at medium smax. A slurry or over-wet mass will form when very high liquid
content is present.
Lui et al. (2000) extended the model of Ennis et al. (1991) to include granule defor-
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mation behavior during collisions assuming the mechanical properties of granules to
be strain-rate independent and not a function of stress{strain history. They dened
the granule mechanical behavior by an elastic modulus, E, and dynamic yield stress,
Yd. Two types of coalescence model were considered, namely Type I and Type II.
In Type I, granules coalescence by viscous dissipation in the surface of binder layer
before their surfaces come into contact. In Type II coalescence, granules are slowed
to a halt during rebound after initial contact of their surfaces.
Snow et al. (1997b) dened breakage rates by fragmentation and attrition for uidized
bed by drawing an analogy with the work of Yuregir et al. (1987). The fragmentation
(Bf ) and attrition (Ba) rates have the following forms;
Ba =
d
1=2
0
K
3=4
c H1=2
h
5=4
b (U   Umf ) (7.4)
Bf  H
K2c
(U   Umf )2a (7.5)
where d is granule diameter, d0 is primary particle diameter, (U   Umf ) is uid-bed
excess gas velocity, hb is bed height, a is the radius and Kc is fracture toughness. A
detailed discussion was previously provided in Chapter 2.
7.4 The Breakage Model
Particle size measurements of granola were carried out using a Camsizer (Retsch,
Haan, Germany) digital image analyzer before and after passage through a conveying
rig. D10, D50 and D90 particle sizes were obtained as well as particle size distributions.
In this study, the calculations were carried out using D50 values as a representative
particle size of the granola since D10 and D90 values broadly track D50 values for the
system under investigation and D50 is therefore here simply represented as D. Each
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of the cycles were considered as a time step  ; particles were conveyed a number
of times (cycles) through the rig. Henceforth in this discussion for the purpose of
normalizing the particle size, the change in particle size after each cycle was divided
by the initial particle size. Breakage rate of the particles was obtained by dividing the
normalized particle size change by time step dierence;
b =
Di  D
Di
(7.6)
In a similar approach to that taken in Chapter 6, the breakage model is considered
to be a function of particle impact force and the force required to cause breakage of
the particle (the threshold particle breakage force). The particle impact force, Fi is a
function of impact velocity and particle mass. The threshold force required to break
the particle is related to particle hardness (FH) and this is function of the process
parameters applied in the uidised bed granulator (i.e., granola production history).
That is,
Fi = Cmvi (7.7)
where C is a coecient and vi is impact velocity.
Since the operating parameters do not appear to have any obvious eect on gran-
ule strength, FH is taken as a constant coecient by taking an average value of
measurements.
The impact velocity was calculated using equations 6.17 and 6.21 for air ow velocity
of 42 ms 1 relating to 4 bar.
As per work done in Chapter 6, a proposed breakage model which denes the breakage
rate of granola during pneumatic conveying as a function of its shear history during
formation (in the uidised bed granulator) has the following form;
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b =
K2Fi 
h
1

arctan

 0


+ 1
2
i
  FH
(FH)n
(7.8)
where K2 and n are proportionality coecients.
7.5 Results and Discussions
Breakage of granola, which has been produced in a uidised bed granulator, has been
studied at three dierent geometries namely, a straight pipeline (0o), a pipeline with
two 45o bends and a pipeline with one 90o bend at applied air velocity of 42 m=s.
The aggregated granola was produced subject to binder addition rates of 0:4 g=s,
0:8 g=s and 1:2 g=s at 2, 3 and 4 bar nozzle pressures. The eects of ow geometry,
binder addition rates and nozzle pressures on subsequent breakage rates will each be
examined in turn. Equation (7.8) was employed for the modelling of granola breakage
during pneumatic conveying.
7.5.1 Eect of ow geometry
The eect of ow geometry on breakage rate is displayed in Figure 7.3. The breakage
rate of granules produced at 2 bar nozzle pressure at dierent binder addition rates are
shown. Figure 7.3 suggests that more breakage occurred in the 90o bend conguration
then the breakage rate obtained in the two 45o bend pipe and the straight pipe for
all binder addition rates. As the number of cycles increases the overall breakage rates
decrease and the eect of the pipe conguration becomes insignicant. However,
this doesn't contradict a positive correlation between degree of breakage and impact
angle.
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Figure 7.3: Breakage rates for dierent ow geometries. Granules produced at various
binder addition rates at 2 bar nozzle pressure.
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7.5.2 Eect of binder addition rate
The eect of binder addition rate on the particle breakage at dierent pipe congu-
rations is displayed in Figure 7.4. Although, the results show that the 0:4 g=s binder
addition rate has the highest breakage rate after the rst cycle for two of the cong-
urations, the extent of the breakage rate after this is not signicantly dierent as the
number of cycles increases for all binder addition rates. This shows that the eect
of the binder addition rate is not a signicant factor with respect to the breakage
rate. This is further strengthened by the results displayed comparing the eect of
binder addition rate at dierent nozzle pressures in the 90o bend pipeline, which has
the highest breakage rate (Figure 7.5). According to results shown in Figure 7.5, it
can be inferred that neither the binder addition rate nor the nozzle pressure applied
during binder addition plays an important role in determining the breakage rate.
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Figure 7.4: Breakage rates for granules produced at dierent binder addition rates at
various ow geometries. Granules produced at 2 bar nozzle pressure.
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Figure 7.5: Breakage rates for dierent binder addition rates at various nozzle pressures
in 900 pipeline.
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7.5.3 Eect of nozzle pressure
The eect of nozzle pressure on the particle breakage at various binder addition rates
in the 90o bend pipeline conguration is illustrated in Figure 7.6. The breakage rate
diers at the rst cycle, but there is no consistency. For instance, while the granules
produced at 4 bar nozzle pressure had the highest breakage rate at 0:8 g=s binder
addition rate, the granules produced at 2 bar nozzle pressure has the highest breakage
rate at 1:2 g=s binder addition rate. There are only slight dierences among the
breakage rates at higher numbers of cycles. Accordingly, as indicated in Figure 7.5,
it seems to appear that the applied nozzle pressure history during granulation does
not have an obvious eect on the rate of granola breakage.
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Figure 7.6: Breakage rates for granules produced at dierent nozzle pressures at various
binder addition rates in 900 pipeline.
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7.5.4 Model results
Modelling particle velocity
Equation (7.8) was used to model the breakage rate in the pneumatic conveying
rig. The proportionality coecients were estimated by minimizing the error between
predicted and experimental breakage rate. The particle velocity was obtained using
equations 6.17 and 6.21 in Chapter 6 for various rig congurations. Figure 7.7 displays
particle velocity during various pipelines. The impact velocity at the 90o bend is 15
ms 1 at 42 ms 1 air ow velocity. The particle leaves the pipeline with a velocity
of 8 ms 1. In the two 45o bend pipeline conguration, particles reach a velocity of
12 ms 1 at the rst bend, 6 ms 1 at the second bend, and leave from the pipe
at a velocity of 5:7 ms 1 at 42 ms 1 air ow velocity. In this case of the straight
pipeline , particles leave from the pipeline at a velocity of 15 ms 1 at 42 ms 1 air
ow velocity.
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Figure 7.7: Particle velocity at various pipe congurations.
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Modelling breakage rates
The model results obtained from equation (7.8) were compared with experimental
outputs. Figure 7.8 shows the comparison of the model with the experimental results
for three dierent pipe congurations. Figures 7.8b and 7.8c exhibit good overall
agreement between the model and the experimental results. Although the model
marginally underpredicts the experimental results, it provides a reasonable estimate
with respect to the experimental results. On the other hand, the model fails to predict
the breakage rate during a straight pipeline (Figure 7.8a). This may be due to the
fact that why particle-wall contacts were considered while particle-particle collisions,
which may yield further breakage, were not considered (Reynolds et al., 2005; Pahk
and Klinzing, 2008). Moreover, the model developed here assumed a constant shear
history (during granule production) of particles.
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Figure 7.8: Particle breakage rates at various pipe geometries. (Continuous line displays
model results, points are experimental data.)
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7.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the breakage of the granola during the pneumatic conveying has been
examined. The particle breakage of granola produced in the uidised bed granulator
was taken into account. It was observed that the breakage rate of the particles
depends on the ow geometry. Furthermore, it was also shown that the aggregate
production history has no signicant eect on the breakage rate. The highest breakage
rate observed at 90o bend pipeline geometry at 4 bar applied air pressure.
On the other hand, no apparent trend was observed for dierent nozzle pressures and
various binder addition rates. Additionally, a simple physical based model is derived to
predict the particle breakage rates using a number of pipe congurations, on the basis
of a constant shear history. The proposed model allows the prediction of breakage
rates for the D50 (median size) particle size as a representative size class of the whole
particle size distribution.
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Chapter 8
Population Balance Modelling of
Granola Breakage during Pneumatic
Conveying
This chapter describes particle breakage of granola during pneumatic con-
veying through the development of a population balance model. Firstly, an
introduction will be provided. Thereafter, the breakage equation will be in-
troduced and the application of Markov chains to the breakage equation will
be presented. Then, results obtained from both model and experimentation
will be discussed in the results and discussion section. Finally, conclusions of
the work done in this chapter will be provided.
8.1 Introduction
The breakage of liquid-liquid, solid-liquid and solid-gas dispersions occurs in many in-
dustrial processes during the transport of particulate materials. The transportation of
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particulate materials is usually achieved by moving through cylindrical pipes. Granola
is a baked crispy food product where oats and other cereals are bound together with
a binder, in this case honey, water and oil, to form a structured unit aggregate. The
aggregates have dimensions ranging from the size of the primary ingredient particles
up to about 10 mm and are roughly spherical in shape. They typically exhibit a
high degree of friability. Particle breakage of the aggregated granola can occur dur-
ing conveying as product is transferred as part of the production process on its way
to packaging. Such breakage occurs as a result of particle-particle and particle-wall
collisions.
In general terms two breakage mechanisms for dry granules have been proposed;
rstly erosion or attrition and secondly fracture or fragmentation (Iveson et al., 2001).
Where erosion is the dominant breakage mechanism, there results one large fragment
of size close to the parent aggregate and a number of smaller ne particles. Where
breakage is by fracture, this results in the production of a number of smaller fragments.
In addition, the fracture type of breakage is divided into two modes; cleavage in which
parent particles break into a small number of fragments of similar size and shattering
which results in many fragments of a wide range of sizes (Redner, 1990). Particle
breakage is usually considered an undesirable process since it can result in reduction in
particle size, in changes to the particle size distribution, dust generation and handling
and storage problems which may cause the particles to not satisfy the requirement
specications any longer (Salman et al., 2003).
In this chapter, population balance equations are used to model the breakage of gra-
nola that is conveyed through a pneumatic conveying pipeline rig (Figure 7.1, Chapter
7). Granola passing through a cylindrical pipe is examined and an experimentally de-
rived breakage frequency is applied to construct a suitable population balance model
to characterize the breakage process. The samples were conveyed through one par-
ticular rig and particle size distributions were measured before and after conveying
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to quantify the amount of breakage which occurred. Parameters aecting the break-
age rate can be divided into three categories: particle strength, conveying pipe line
geometry and applied pressure during conveying.
Population balances are constructed to describe the breakage of granola for volume
fraction density using a discretization method through the application of the Markov
chains method. The Markov chains method is quite a powerful tool in stochastic
theory. The main Markov property is that if an initial condition and a probability
distribution of a state are known at a certain time, then the probability distribution
of this state at any future time can be computed.
8.2 Breakage Equation
Modelling a breakage process can be achieved by constructing a population balance
equation in the form of breakage functions. This can be either in continuous or in
discrete form. Moreover, two types of breakage equations are dened;
 a number density based breakage equation
 a mass density based breakage equation
When particles display homogenous density then a mass density based breakage equa-
tion can be considered as a volume density based breakage equation. In this study,
it is assumed that particles are spherical and of broadly homogenous density, thus a
mass density based breakage equation will be used to model volume fraction.
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8.2.1 Continuous population balances
The general continuous form of a homogenous breakage process describing the evolu-
tion of particle size distribution in time for a batch process can be described according
to the following expression (Ramkrishna, 2000);
@f(x; t)
@t
=
Z 1
x
q(x; y)b(y)f(y; t)dy   b(x)f(x; t) (8.1)
In this equation f = f(x; t) is the particle size distribution dened on the domain
of particles of diameter x at time t. q(x; y), which is known as breakage kernel or
daughter size distribution (fragment size distribution), is the probability distribution
of particles of diameter x resulting from the breakup of particles of diameter y. b(x)
is the breakage frequency (the breakage rate) at which particles of size x break per
unit time.
Equation (8.1) states that the change in the number of particles of size x over an
incremental time step at time t depends on the number of new particles of size x
produced by break-up of a particle bigger than size x (the integral part in right hand
side) and depends on the average number of particles lost by breakage of particles of
size x.
Note that q(x; y) should satisfy the mass conservation requirement such that the total
mass of particles resulting from the break-up of a particle of size of y must be equal
to mass of y (McGrady and Zi, 1986).
Z y
0
m(x)q(x; y)dx = m(y) (8.2)
where m(x) and m(y) are the mass of particle size of x and y respectively.
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The average number of fragments resulting from the breakage of a single particle of
diameter y can be dened as;
(y) =
Z y
0
q(x; y)dx (8.3)
8.2.2 Discretized population balance
Classication of a continuous size range into discrete intervals is the rst step in
constructing a discretized population balance equation. Two main approaches can
be used to select the classication of the states; uniform discretization and geometric
discretization. These approaches were previously introduced in Chapter 4.
The discrete form of a breakage equation can be given as;
dNi(t)
dt
=
nX
j=i+1
qjibjNj(t)  biNi(t) (8.4)
where Ni(t) is the number of particles in the interval i at time t, bi is the breakage
frequency of particles in the interval i, and qji is the probability distribution of particles
of interval i which are formed from a break-up of particles of interval j. Accordingly
qji can be formulated as;
8>><>>:
qji =
R di
di 1
q(x; dj 1)dx; if 2  j  n and 1  i < j;
qji = 0 else:
(8.5)
The common assumption in the literature is that if a particle of interval i breaks, its
fragments cannot remain in the interval i, i.e., the size of any fragment particle must
be suciently large to produce a transition within the discretization scheme. The
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maximum interval of the fragment particle can be i  1. Additionally, particles in the
lowest interval are assumed to be the smallest possible size and they cannot break.
On this basis, the breakage frequency of the rst interval b1 equals 0.
8.2.3 The Markov Chain Method
A Markov process can be used to analyse stochastic processes in which some variable
changes randomly in time. The main Markov property is that the future state of
the variable only depends on its current state and is not dependent on the history
of states that have been passed through. The construction of a Markov chain can
be dened by a transition matrix P, a state vector a(t) and a transition time step
 . The transition matrix has entries pij which is the conditional probability that
the variable in state i, will move to state j, in a single time step. Accordingly, the
transition matrix P is given by n n square matrix as follows (L. Farina, 2000);
P =
0BBBBBBB@
p11 p12 ::: p1n
p21 p22 ::: p2n
::: ::: ::: :::
pn1 pn2 ::: pnn
1CCCCCCCA
nn
The vector a(t) which has components a1(t); a2(t); :::; an(t) represents the state prob-
ability distribution vector of the system at time t.
Properties of the transition matrix are;
 The sum of all probabilities of state i equals 1,
i.e., pi1 + pi2 + :::+ pin = 1 8 i = 1; :::; n
 Each row of the transition matrix has at least one nonzero element.
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 Entities of the transition matrix are nonnegative, since pij is a probabilistic
ratio, i.e. pij values lie between 0 and 1.
If the probability for an entity currently in the state j at time t is denoted by aj(t),
then the state probability distribution of state i for the next time step, ai(t + ), is
given by the sum of product of all probabilities. This is formulated as follows;
ai(t+ ) =
nX
j=1
pjiaj(t) (8.6)
Accordingly, equation (8.6) can be represented in matrix notation as;

a1(t+ ); ::; an(t+ )

=

a1(t); ::; an(t)

0BBBBBBB@
p11 p12 ::: p1n
p21 p22 ::: p2n
::: ::: ::: :::
pn1 pn2 ::: pnn
1CCCCCCCA
(8.7)
If the transition probabilities are independent on time, in other words the transition
matrix P is a constant matrix, then the it is called a homogeneous Markov chain.
Random walks is the most common example for the homogeneous chain (Kemeny and
Snell, 1960). The game of snakes and ladders which has always been an eye catching
example of Markov chains is another example of homogeneous chains (Cronin et al.,
2007). In many chemical engineering applications, residence time distribution (RTD)
can be modeled as a homogeneous Markov chain (Berthiaux and Mizonov, 2004).
On the other hand, if the transition matrix P is not constant over time, it can be
either linear non-homogeneous or non-linear non-homogeneous chain depending on
the changing of P over time. If the chemical kinetics of the process is necessary to be
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counted for the modelling, this kind of processes can be modeled by non-homogenous
Markov chains. The general form of equation (8.6) for a time-homogeneous and
non-homogeneous transition matrices P for dierent time steps can be given by the
following equations respectively;
a(t+m) = a(t)Pm (8.8a)
a(t+ ) = a(t)P(t) (8.8b)
In addition, the selection of a time step is important for the Markov model. Some
process systems have a natural periodicity such as rotating mixers (period of rotation),
vibratory conveyors (period of excitation) for which the transition time step can be
chosen from basic physics. For systems which have no period, the time step should be
chosen taking process kinetics and total processing time into account. Also the state
property under analysis (particle size in this work) must be divided into a sucient
number of intervals. Consequently, a good pair of (  , n) should be selected to
represent the time and particle property in discrete form eciently.
Although, in the value of its development by Andrei Andreyevich Markov (1856-1922)
(Markov, 1906) the Markov theory has been used in many elds such as astronomy,
biology, computer science, communications, forecast, game theory and radio engi-
neering, it has been under represented in chemical engineering to the point that it
can be suggested it is still relatively unknown in this eld. Indeed, there is only
one book which was published in 1998 on applications of Markov chains in chemical
engineering (Tamir, 1998) and relatively small number of papers on applications of
Markov chains in chemical engineering have been published such as particle ow in
uidised bed (Fox and Fan, 1986; Dehling et al., 1999; Harris et al., 2002); particle
mixing (Aoun-Habbache et al., 2002; Berthiaux et al., 2004; Ponomarev et al., 2009);
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particle breakage (Berthiaux, 2000; Berthiaux et al., 2005).
8.3 Application of Markov Chains to Breakage Equa-
tion
Assuming that b(x) and q(x; y) are not aected by time, PBEs can be solved using
a time-homogeneous Markov chain. It is also possible to apply dierent stationary
(time-homogeneous) transition matrices for countable sub-time intervals. The Markov
chain algorithm can be applied to equation (8.4) by taking the Markovian time step
as dt =  which yields following equation;
4Ni(t) =
nX
j=i+1
qjibjNj(t)  biNi(t) (8.9)
In this equation, 4Ni(t) is the rate of change in the number distribution of state i.
When Ni(t) is added to both sides of the equality in equation (8.9), the following
equation is obtained;
Ni(t) +4Ni(t) =
nX
j=i+1
qjibjNj(t) + (1  bi)Ni(t) (8.10)
Equation (8.10) represents the summation of the number distribution and the rate of
change in number distribution of interval i in a present state equals to its next future
state. That is to say that the left hand side of the equality in equation (8.10) denotes
the next future state of a given present state.
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8.3.1 Transition matrix, P
The transition matrix P is a key element of the Markov chain model and construction
of this matrix P for a breakage process is based on the characterization of a diagonal
matrix D and a lower triangular matrix L. In this manner, equation (8.10) can be
represented in matrix notation by dividing the whole system in two parts, such that;
i) dene an n n diagonal matrix D with entries;
Dii = 1  bi (8.11)
D =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0 : : 0
0 1  b2 0 : : 0
: : : : : :
: : : : : :
0 0 0 : 1  bn 1 0
0 0 0 : : 1  bn
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
nn
ii) dene an n n lower triangular matrix L with entries;
Li = biQi (8.12)
where Li represents i
th row of L matrix, Qi is i
th row of matrix Q which is
built by qij (see equation (8.5)), and bi is i
th element of row vector b. In a
breakage event when a particle breaks, each fragment of this particle can only
go to lower states. Therefore the lower triangular matrix can be chosen since
the upper entries are zero.
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L =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
0 0 : : 0 0
b2q21 0 : : 0 0
b3q31 b3q32 : : 0 0
: : : : : :
: : : : : :
bnqn1 bnqn2 : : bnqn;n 1 0
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
nn
According to equation (8.11) while selecting  it should be noted that bi cannot
be greater than 1. Consequently the Markovian transition matrix P equals sum of
matrices L and D;
P = L+D (8.13)
Comments on transition matrix P
If number distribution is being modelled rather than mass distribution and the total
number of particles increases in a breakage process, then the usual sum to unity will
not apply directly. Initially the number distribution function, f(x; t), is normalized
(i.e., area under f(x; 0) is 1). However, the total number in the system will increase
with time as a result of the breakage events. This results in the area under the curve,
f(x; t), to be greater than 1 when t > 0. This is analogous to that for the transition
matrix P. Even if the sum of initial state probability distribution vector, a(0), is 1,
this sum will be greater than 1 at later stages. For the comparison, both f(x; t) and
a(m) should be normalized to 1 for each time step. On the other hand, there is no
need to renormalization procedure for the modelling of the mass distribution since the
particle mass is an additive property. This is same for the transition matrix P which
meets the condition of normalization under the case of mass distribution.
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8.4 Breakage Functions
The breakage functions which include the breakage frequency, b(x), and the frag-
ment size distribution, q(x; y), are the core elements of population balance equations
(PBEs). In this work, the breakage frequency which is based on the granola ag-
gregates owing through the conveying pipe is derived from the experimental data.
A power law breakage frequency was considered to be size dependent and to be a
function of impact velocity, shearing history and impact angle. It has the following
relationships;
b(x) / function(x; vi; ) (8.14a)
b(x) / 1
H
(8.14b)
where b(x) is directly proportional to the impact velocity vi, particle diameter x
and impact angle . b(x) is inversely proportional to the particle hardness, i.e., the
shearing forces. The breakage frequency was taken to be a function of the particle
volume, i.e., its cubic diameter. The relationship between breakage frequency and
the impact angle was dened in the form of a Cauchy distribution since an increase in
impact angle will result in an increase in breakage force. It describes the distribution
of random angle between the vertical axis and a tilted line segment. The cumulative
distribution function of Cauchy distribution has the following form;
1

arctan

   0


+
1
2
(8.15)
where  is the bend angle, 0 > 0 is the location parameter and  > 0 is the scale
parameter of the distribution. Furthermore, the hardness was found to be an inverse
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exponential function of the impeller speed, w, as previously dened in Chapter 7.
Accordingly, b(x) is as follows;
b(x) = k
1
exp( w)vi

1

arctan

   0


+
1
2

x3 (8.16)
where k is a proportionality coecient.
During the conveying part of the process, the transparent PMMA (Perspex) pipeline
enabled observation of the breakage behaviour of particles. Particle conveying through
the pipeline was recorded with a high speed camera (AOS, X-Motion, Switzerland)
and visual inspection of the breakage mechanism appeared to suggest breakage was
by attrition. Since attrition was observed, an erosion type breakage mechanism was
chosen for fragment size distribution. In this work, two types of the fragment size
distribution are considered; an erosion type and a modied erosion type. The erosion
type fragment size distribution has the following form;
qji =
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
x3i
x3i+x
3
j 1
if i = 1
x3i
x3i+x
3
j 1
if i = j   1
0 elsewhere
(8.17)
where xi and xj are the representative diameter size of interval i and j respec-
tively. Figure 8.1 displays size distribution probabilities of fragments resulting from
the breakup of the parent particle of interval 10 which is arbitrarily selected for il-
lustration. That is, if a particle in interval 10 breaks, the fragments can go to both
interval 9 and 1.
Berthiaux et al. (2005) used the following formula for particle breakage in which the
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Figure 8.1: Erosion type fragment size distribution
particle can transit only into neighbouring intervals as;
qjm =
(x3m)
R
(x3j 1)R + (x3m)R
(8.18)
If the restriction on only permitting passage to adjacent states is removed, then the
distribution function in equation (8.18) can be generalized as;
qij =
(x3j)
R
(x31)
R + (x32)
R + :::+ (x3j)
R + :::+ (x3i 1)R
=
(x3j)
RPi 1
k=1(x
3
k)
R
for all i (8.19)
The value of R is selected as an adjustment parameter of the model. Berthiaux et al.
(2005) reported that in applications to model a real process that R should lie in the
range 1 < R < 2 . As the magnitude of the parameter R, is increased, the greater
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Figure 8.2: Modied erosion type fragment size distribution.
proportion of fragment particles will lie in size classes closer to the parent size class.
Increasing R accentuates the fragment particle distribution and biases it towards the
size classes closer to the parent class which is more indicative of attrition. For the
system under study here, the R value will be taken as the default level of 1 which is
indeed well known erosion type fragment size distribution.
The physical interpretation of equation (8.19) is that a granule can break and produce
fragment particles in any size class lower than it and the closer the size class is to the
parent size class, the greater the proportion of fragment particles that will be found
in that class.
Figure 8.2 shows the fragment size distribution by volume fraction which is the propor-
tion of fragment particles (for this example, from size 1 unit to size 24 unit) resulting
from the breakup of the parent particle of interval 25.
As a result, the transition matrix P was constructed using the breakage functions b
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and qji and has the following form;
P =
8>>>><>>>>:
pji = (1  bj) if i = j
pji = bjqji if i < j
pji = 0 if i > j
(8.20)
Equation (8.20) states that the diagonal entries pji (when i = j) contain the prob-
ability that the particle can stay in the same interval after a transition time step.
Lower entries (when i < j) of the diagonal comprise the breakage process and are
the probability that the particle that goes to interval j from the interval i due to
a breakage. Upper entries (when i > j) of the diagonal represent the aggregation
process and are zero since the process involves purely breakage.
The representative particle diameter was found using a uniform ratio method. The
whole size range from 0:05 mm to 11:62 mm was divided into 30 intervals with a
consecutive diameter ratio of 0.4 and as a result, the representative size of each
interval is calculated using the arithmetic mean of either ends of the intervals as;
xi =
xi + xi 1
2
(8.21)
where xi and xi 1 are upper and lower size ends of ith interval.
8.5 Results and Discussions
The aggregation of the granola ingredients took place in the high shear mixer gran-
ulator subject to impeller agitation at 150 rpm, 200 rpm and 300 rpm for 6, 9 and
12 minutes with binder addition ow rates of 0.22 g/sec, 0.33 g/sec and 0.65 g/sec.
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The aggregates were then baked in an oven for 10 minutes at 160o.
The pneumatic conveying rig comprised a horizontal pipe of internal diameter 25 mm
with dierent bend congurations (straight pipe, two 45o bend and 90o bend). Tri-
als were carried out by applying compressed air pressures of 200 kPa, 300 kPa and
400 kPa which resulted in air ow velocities of 23 ms 1, 34 ms 1 and 42 ms 1
respectively. The particle size distribution of the granola was measured after passage
through each rig conguration at respective air velocities for various numbers of cy-
cles. Moreover, the transparent PMMA (Perspex) pipeline enabled observation of the
breakage behaviour of particles. Particle conveying through the pipeline was recorded
with a high speed camera (AOS, X-Motion, Switzerland) and visual inspection of
particle ows appeared to suggest the type of breakage mechanism.
A Camsizer (Retsch, Germany) digital image analyzer was used for measuring particle
size distributions of the resultant granola before and after passage through a conveying
rig where aggregates are transferred by compressed air at a number of dierent ow
rates.
Two dierent types of fragment size distribution were applied to the solution of the
breakage equation. The results were compared for various sets of experimental results.
The size dependent breakage frequency is estimated by minimizing the error between
predicted and experimental mean size in time.
8.5.1 Erosion type fragment size distribution
To apply the Markov chains method, an initial state vector a(0) was set from the
initial discrete volume density distribution of the granola aggregates. The transition
matrix P4040 was calculated according to equation (8.20). Transition time step 
was selected to be 1 cycle since it is possible to examine the breakage process after
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each cycle.
Firstly, an erosion type fragment size distribution (equation (8.17)) was applied to
equation (8.20). Further calculations of the transition matrixP for dierent number of
cycles at 23 ms 1 air velocity in 90o bend pipe yield the results shown in Figure 8.3.
In this gure, the experimental and the model results show reasonable agreement,
particularly for the rst few cycles, though less so as the number of cycles increases.
The model provides sucient outputs for overall numbers of cycles.
The results of calculations for the same transition matrix P at 34ms 1 air velocity for
dierent number of cycles in 90o bend pipe are displayed in Figure 8.4. Again there
is reasonable alignment between the model and the experimental data. However, the
model deviates from the experimental results as the number of cycles increase. Finally,
Figure 8.5 shows experimental and model results at 42 ms 1 air velocity in 90o bend
pipe. Here again there is reasonable agreement between both experimental data and
model at lower cycles, however at higher cycles there is signicant deviation. With
respect to smaller particles, the model underpredicts the number of small particles
and nes. On the other hand, the model tends to slightly overpredict the volume
density of larger particles after several runs.
Figures 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8 display the particle size distribution results using erosion
type fragment size distribution of experimental results and model results for various
numbers of cycles during two 45o bend pipe at 23 ms 1, 34 ms 1 and 42 ms 1 air
velocity respectively. The similar results were found at all applied air pressures as in
the case of 90o bend pipe.
Finally, the particle size distributions of experimental results and model results for
various numbers of cycles during 0o bend pipe (straight pipe) at 23 ms 1, 34 ms 1
and 42 ms 1 air pressures were shown in Figures 8.9, 8.10 and 8.11 respectively.
Here again, agreement between the model predictions and experimental results with
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Figure 8.3: Comparisons between the particle size distribution of experimental results and
model results for various numbers of cycles at 23 ms 1 air velocity during 90o
bend pipe using erosion type.
respect to small particles and nes deteriorates at higher number of cycles.
In this model when breakage occurs, one of the fragments goes to the smallest possible
size while the other one goes to the next smaller interval of the parent particle. Thus,
the model distribution becomes wider than the experimental distribution over time.
This seems to suggest a breakage mechanism whereby aggregates experience a greater
degree of breakage by fragmentation into a small number of smaller aggregates. And
this seems to be the case to an ever greater extent as the number of cycles increases.
8.5.2 Modied Erosion type fragment size distribution
Using the outputs of erosion type fragment size distribution, a modied erosion type
fragment size distribution (equation (8.19)) was employed to equation (8.20). The re-
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Figure 8.4: Comparisons between the particle size distribution of experimental results and
model results for various numbers of cycles at 34 ms 1 air velocity during 90o
bend pipe using erosion type.
sults were compared with the experimental data at various air pressures using dierent
types of geometry for a number of cycles.
Figures 8.12, 8.13 and 8.14 shows results from 90o bend pipe for dierent number
of cycles at 23 ms 1, 34 ms 1 and 42 ms 1 air pressures respectively. Although
the agreement between the model predictions and experimental data is not terric
at 42 ms 1 air pressure (Fig. 8.14), particularly for the 20th cycle, there is a good
agreement for all other cases.
Results from the model and experimental data were compared in Figures 8.15, 8.16
and 8.17 for the two 45o bend pipe at dierent numbers of cycles at 23ms 1, 34ms 1
and 42 ms 1 air velocities respectively. Similarly, the overall agrement between the
model and experimental data is good though the model tends to overestimate the
level of breakage compared with the experimental data for later cycles (10 and 20)
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Figure 8.5: Comparisons between the particle size distribution of experimental results and
model results for various numbers of cycles at 42 ms 1 air velocity during 90o
bend pipe using erosion type.
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Figure 8.6: Comparisons between the particle size distribution of experimental results and
model results for various numbers of cycles at 23 ms 1 air velocity during 45o
bend pipe using erosion type.
at the highest air velocity (42 ms 1) in rigs with bends. (Fig. 8.16, 8.17).
Lastly, the model was applied to the breakage occurring in a straight pipe for dierent
number of cycles at 23 ms 1, 34 ms 1 and 42 ms 1 air pressures and the results
were compared in Figures 8.18, 8.19 and 8.20 respectively. There is good t displayed
between data over all cycles.
In this model, fragments do not go to the smallest possible size and to the next smaller
interval of the parent particle only (as with the original erosion only model), but can
go to all possible sizes. That is, when breakage occurs, the probability distribution
of the fragments is proportional to size of fragment particles. A greater degree of
breakage was achieved by using the modied erosion type fragment size distribution
which is satisfactory in predicting the particle size distribution. In general, the model
predictions using modied erosion type fragment size distribution depict more rea-
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Figure 8.7: Comparisons between the particle size distribution of experimental results and
model results for various numbers of cycles at 34 ms 1 air velocity during 45o
bend pipe using erosion type.
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Figure 8.8: Comparisons between the particle size distribution of experimental results and
model results for various numbers of cycles at 42 ms 1 air velocity during 45o
bend pipe using erosion type.
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Figure 8.9: Comparisons between the particle size distribution of experimental results and
model results for various numbers of cycles at 23 ms 1 air velocity using 0o
bend pipe using erosion type.
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Figure 8.10: Comparisons between the particle size distribution of experimental results
and model results for various numbers of cycles at 34 ms 1 air velocity using
0o bend pipe using erosion type.
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Figure 8.11: Comparisons between the particle size distribution of experimental results
and model results for various numbers of cycles at 42 ms 1 air velocity using
0o bend pipe using erosion type.
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Figure 8.12: Comparisons between the particle size distribution of experimental results and
model results for various numbers of cycles at 23 ms 1 air velocity during
90o bend pipe using modied erosion type.
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Figure 8.13: Comparisons between the particle size distribution of experimental results and
model results for various numbers of cycles at 34 ms 1 air velocity during
90o bend pipe using modied erosion type.
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Figure 8.14: Comparisons between the particle size distribution of experimental results and
model results for various numbers of cycles at 42 ms 1 air velocity during
90o bend pipe using modied erosion type.
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Figure 8.15: Comparisons between the particle size distribution of experimental results and
model results for various numbers of cycles at 23 ms 1 air velocity during
45o bend pipe using modied erosion type.
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Figure 8.16: Comparisons between the particle size distribution of experimental results and
model results for various numbers of cycles at 34 ms 1 air velocity during
45o bend pipe using modied erosion type.
sonable results than erosion only type, though it overpredicts the size distribution of
experimental data at increased numbers of cycles at higher air velocity for 90o and
two 45o bends congurations. This may imply that at these latter conditions erosion
type breakage is dominant.
8.6 Conclusion
The population balance equations that govern this breakage process are solved using
discretization. The Markov chain method was used for the solution of PBEs for this
process. Two types of fragment size distribution were applied for model calculations
based on visual observations; an erosion type and a modied erosion type. The
breakage frequency was considered to be size dependent and a function of impact
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Figure 8.17: Comparisons between the particle size distribution of experimental results and
model results for various numbers of cycles at 42 ms 1 air velocity during
45o bend pipe using modied erosion type.
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Figure 8.18: Comparisons between the particle size distribution of experimental results and
model results for various numbers of cycles at 23 ms 1 air velocity during
0o bend pipe using modied erosion type.
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Figure 8.19: Comparisons between the particle size distribution of experimental results and
model results for various numbers of cycles at 34 ms 1 air velocity during
0o bend pipe using modied erosion type.
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Figure 8.20: Comparisons between the particle size distribution of experimental results and
model results for various numbers of cycles at 42 ms 1 air velocity during
0o bend pipe using modied erosion type.
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velocity (as a result of applied air velocity), bend angle and shear history. Even
though the results show that erosion type fragment size distribution appears to provide
a satisfactory basis for an appropriate model, the modied erosion type fragment size
distribution displays comparatively better agreement. However, at increased number
of cycles the predicted attrition rate does not match the experimental results. This
pattern was observed over the higher of ow rates during 90o bend and two 45o bend
pipes. It maybe that after exposure for longer periods over a number of cycles at high
impact velocities the cores of the aggregates may become weaker and are more likely
to exhibit fracture into a large number of small sub aggregates and nes. This study
found that increasing the air velocity (by increasing the air pressure to the rig), results
in increased breakage among granola aggregates. Furthermore, the analysis carried
out in this work provides that a greater degree of breakage of granola aggregates
occur in line with an increase in bend angle.
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Chapter 9
General Discussion and Conclusions
This chapter involves a general discussion and conclusions on the work done.
In this PhD study, mathematical modelling and optimisation of granola production
has been carried out. Granola is an aggregated food product used in breakfast cereals
and cereal bars. It is a baked crispy food product typically incorporating oats, other
cereals and nuts bound together with a binder, such as honey, water and oil, to form
a structured unit aggregate.
Aggregate food products can be produced via a number of ways. In this work, the
design and operation of two parallel processes to produce aggregate granola products
were incorporated:
i) a high shear mixing granulation stage (in a designated granulator) followed by
drying/toasting in an oven.
ii) a continuous uidised bed followed by drying/toasting in an oven.
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High shear granulation is a more straightforward process compared with uidised bed
granulation. It is easy to handle ne particles and highly viscous liquid binder in a
high shear granulator (HSG). In addition, there are less dusty particles associated
with the nal product produced in the HSG than that produced in uidised bed
granulator (FBG). However, high shear granulation is more amenable to producing
granules which one denser and more spherical than FBG, particularly over extended
processing times. This isn't preferred for commercial food products such as breakfast
cereals. Therefore, it is suggested that the total granulation time should be carefully
selected to avoid producing overly dense granules. Moreover, it was observed that the
dry mixing period, which takes place prior to the wet massing period, has a positive
eect on the homogeneity of the nal granola products. Therefore, it is essential to
include a prior dry mixing period as part of the total granulation process despite the
fact that this will increase the total energy consumption during the granulation.
In a FBG, aggregation and drying processes occur in the same place; therefore it
is economically ecient and advantageous from a containment perspective. On the
other hand, for the granola system studied, it is very dicult to nd optimum oper-
ating parameters via this mode due to the range of ingredients, both ne and coarse,
and the inherent of natural variability that they posses. Additionally, a mixture of
honey and water was used as a binding agent which has high viscosity. This restricts
spraying of binder liquid onto the particles eectively as it sticks to the wall of the
uidised bed chamber. Another limitation of using FBG is that very hygroscopic in-
gredients such as inulin cannot be used as they become very hard due to the high
air velocity through the bed. Moreover it is dicult to achieve uidisation when
aggregates are too wet and heavy. For this reason the total amount of liquid binder
is lower in the uidised bed granulator (honey plus water plus oil) than in the high
shear granulator.
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A growth model based on physical properties for granola production in a high shear
mixer was developed. Impeller speeds and binder addition rates were selected as
variable parameters. The median particle size was chosen as the indicative output
parameter for the model. It was observed that the granule growth was directly pro-
portional to the impeller speed and the binder addition rate.
In this study, the particle breakage of granola during pneumatic conveying produced
by both a HSG and a FBG process was examined. Products were pneumatically
conveyed in a purpose built conveying rig designed to mimic product conveying and
packaging. Three dierent conveying rig congurations were employed; a straight
pipe, a rig consisting two 45o bends and one with 90o bend. It was observed that the
least amount of breakage occurred in the straight pipe while most breakage occurred
through a 90o bend pipe. Moreover, lower levels of breakage were observed in a
two 45o bend pipe than the 90o bend pipe conguration. In general, increasing the
impact angle increases both the levels and rate of breakage. This is a result which
tallies with previously published research (Salman et al., 2003; Samimi et al., 2004).
Additionally for the granules produced in the HSG, those produced at 300 rpm have
the lowest breakage rates while the granules produced at 150 rpm have the highest
breakage rates. This eect clearly shows the importance of shear history (during
granule production) on breakage rates during subsequent processing. This is because
of the fact that granules become denser and stronger with increased applied shear
force. In terms of the FBG there was no single operating parameter that was deemed
to have a signicant eect on breakage during subsequent conveying.
Population balance modelling is very powerful tool in analysing overall evolution of
particle size distribution. Nonetheless, an adequate solution method must accom-
pany the population balance model as it includes partial integro-dierential equations.
There are several solution techniques such as Monte Carlo simulation, method of mo-
ments, and discrete formulations. In this study, the Markov chain method, which is
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developed and validated by our project team, has been used to solve the population
balance equations in discrete form. Employing a Markov chain method in this regard is
extremely useful due to its eciency and simplicity compared with other approaches;
it is to be recommended for other such studies.
A breakage model describing the change in particle size incorporating physical phe-
nomena based on particle motion within a conveying rig is developed in this work.
Physical based models are very useful tools in understanding and analysing processes
rigorously. However, it is a challenge to involve all sub-processes in building a unique
model. In addition, it is dicult to examine the evolution of the particle size distribu-
tion using all physical phenomena in the process. Accordingly, a single representative
variable such as median size (D50) was employed.
Stokes number which is based on some deterministic assumptions, is a popular tool
used to model aggregation and breakage processes in the literature. Although Stokes
criteria includes fairly basic assumptions, it nevertheless provides a good basis to
understand the mechanisms being studied. This reects not alone granulation as
a whole but also the subprocesses of aggregation and breakage which themselves
involve complex mechanisms. Particles show extremely unpredictable behavior during
some granulation phenomena such as particle-particle collisions, binder dispersion and
particle-wall (equipment) collisions. To model the these systems in an appropriate
manner, unpredictable behaviors may be treated as random variables. For instance, in
Stokes criteria only head-on particle collisions were considered. In practise, particles
may collide with dierent angles. Nevertheless, it was possible to model the rate of
breakage through the D50 (as an indicative parameter) with some degree of success
for the complex natural systems that pertain in both the HSG and the FBG. For future
work, integration of the Stokes criteria approach and stochastic approach could be
applied to such granulation process to better model these and other real systems.
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Nomenclature
 granule deformation, [-]
 the fragment particle size, [-]
v pore volume, [m
3]
 the attrition propensity parameter, [-]
 the scale parameter of Cauchy distribution, [-]
a(t) the state vector, [-]
D the diagonal triangular matrix, [-]
L the lower triangular matrix, [-]
P the transition matrix, [-]
 the binder viscosity, [Pa:s]
a dynamic viscosity of the air, [Pa:s]
i the impact velocity, [ms
 1]
Stvis the spatial average of the viscous Stokes number, [-]
 the the granule density, [kgm 3]
1 the density of liquid, [kgm
 3]
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a air density, [kgm
 3]
p the particle density, [kgm
 3]
cr the critical strain, [-]
 time step for cycles, [s]
 angle between blades, [rad]
 the impact angle, [Degree]
0 the location parameter of Cauchy distribution, [-]
~D the harmonic granule diameter, [m]
~m the harmonic granule mass , [kg]
" granule porosity, [-]
"min the minimum porosity, [-]
a(x; ) the aggregation kernel, [-]
a(xi;j) the discrete aggregation kernel, [-]
a(x; ) the size dependent part of aggregation kernel, [-]
a0 the size independent part of aggregation kernel, [-]
Ap cross sectional area of particle, [m
2]
b(x) the breakage frequency, [s 1]
bi the discrete breakage rate, [s
 1]
c the curve tting parameter, [-]
Cd drag coecient, [-]
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cT turbulent drag coecient, [kgm
 1]
D granule diameter, [m]
d particle diameter, [m]
e coecient of restitution, [-]
f(x; t) the particle size distribution function, [m 1]
Fd air drag force, [N ]
Fg gravity force, [N ]
FH the threshold force required to break the particle, [N ]
Fi the impact force, [N ]
h binder layer thickness, [m]
ha surface roughness, [m]
k the breakage constant, [-]
Kc the fracture toughness, [-]
l the characteristic particle size, [m]
li the representative particle size, [m]
m particle mass, [kg]
m the curve tting parameter, [-]
m(x) the mass of particle size of x, [kg]
N0 the number of unbroken particles, [-]
Ni the discretized particle size distribution function, [-]
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P (x; y) the cumulative fragment size distribution, [-]
pij the entries of transition matrix, [-]
q(x; y) the fragment size distribution, [-]
qij the discrete fragment size distribution, [-]
r radius, [m]
rcoalcr the critical granule size for coalescence, [m]
rdefcr the critical granule size for deformation, [m]
Rep Reynolds number, [-]
S angular displacement, [rad:m]
s granule saturation, [-]
smax the maximum pore saturation, [-]
Stvis the critical viscous Stokes number, [-]
Stdef the Stokes deformation number, [-]
Stdef the critical Stokes deformation number, [-]
Stvis the viscous Stokes number, [-]
t the time, [s]
ua air velocity, [ms
 1]
ub blade velocity, [ms
 1]
uh horizontal component of the blade velocity, [ms
 1]
up particle velocity, [ms
 1]
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uT the terminal velocity of the particle, [ms
 1]
uv vertical component of the blade velocity, [ms
 1]
vi the impact velocity, [ms
 1]
Vbr volumetric binder addition rate, [m
3s 1]
w the impeller agitation, [s 1]
Yg the dynamic yield strength, [Nm
 2]
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